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Abstract

�e operation and structure of the human brain has inspired the development of next
generation smart embedded computing systems.�e cognitive abilities of the humanbrain have
been partially explained by the dense and complex interconnection of neurons and synapses,
where each neuron connects to thousands of other neurons and communicates through short
transient pulses (spikes) along synaptic links. Brain-inspired computing paradigms such as
Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) mimic the key functions of the human brain and have the
potential to o�er smart and adaptive solutions for complex real world problems.

�e main design challenges for the realisation of practical hardware SNN systems are
large scale simulation and performance measurement, compact hardware implementation,
architectural scalability, application reliability, low power consumption, e�cient and accurate
SNN learning/training algorithms, compact implementation of complex neural models, fault
tolerance and application design methodologies.

�is thesis contributes to the development of EMBRACE, a compact, scalable, modular,
hardware SNN architecture, as an embedded computing platform. �e thesis presents a
prototype implementation of the EMBRACE architecture on a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA and
demonstrates reliable, practical embedded classi�er and control applications. �e thesis
contributes to a number of hardware SNN system design challenges such as hardware SNN
simulations and performance measurement, compact hardware implementation, architectural
scalability, application reliability and e�cient practical application design. �e research is
organised in four distinct phases as follows:

Simulation andPerformanceMeasurementofHardware SNNSystems:�e thesis prese-
nts EMBRACE-SysC, a SystemC simulation-based design exploration framework for Network
on Chip (NoC) based hardware SNN architectures. EMBRACE-SysC incorporates perfor-
mance measurement and reporting capabilities including spike communication infrastructure,
neuron model validation, hardware architecture design exploration and SNN application
evolution, used in later phases of this research.

Architectural Techniques for Scalability:�e storage of large synaptic connectivity in-
formation in hardware SNNs translates to poorly scalable, large distributed on-chip memory
in hardware SNN architectures. Inspired by the modular organisation of the human brain, this
thesis presents a hardware Modular Neural Tile (MNT) architecture that reduces the memory
requirement of the architecture using a combination of �xed and con�gurable synaptic con-
nections.�e silicon footprint of the architecture is reduced by an average of 66% for practical
SNN application topologies, as compared to the previously reported EMBRACE architecture.

Interconnect Architecture for SNNApplication Reliability: Distortion in spike timings
impacts the accuracy of SNN operation by modifying the precise �ring time of neurons within
the SNN.�e thesis presents an in-depth, simulation-based analysis of the synaptic information
jitter in NoC based hardware SNNs.�e thesis presents a ring topology NoC architecture using
a timestamped, spike broadcast �ow control technique that o�ers �xed spike transfer latency
under various network tra�c conditions, to provide reliable SNN application behaviour.

Modular Application Design: E�cient implementation and training of large scale em-
bedded applications on hardware SNN architectures poses a serious challenge due to the lack
of suitable application design methodologies. �e thesis presents the modular application
design of a robotic navigational controller application implemented on the EMBRACE FPGA
prototype. Results indicate faster application evolution as compared to monolithic applica-
tion SNNs.�e stepwise knowledge integration and simpli�ed SNN training facilitate rapid
application prototyping.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Conventional computing paradigms are suitable for applications comprising a se-
ries of well-de�ned calculations. Next generation complex embedded applications
are characterised by contradicting functional requirements in unexplored data and
application scenarios resulting in the lack of an exact computational algorithm.
�is situation is pushing the limits of system complexity and size, and makes it
even harder to assure system performance and reliability due to hardware faults
and so�ware complexity.
Biological and nature inspired computing paradigms such as neural networks

and evolutionary computation can provide promising solutions for designing com-
plex and intelligent systems [1–4].�e organic central nervous system includes
a dense and complex interconnection of neurons and synapses, where each neu-
ron connects to thousands of other neurons through synaptic connections.�e
brain-inspired Spiking Neural Network (SNN) computing paradigm o�ers the
potential for elegant, low-power and scalable embedded computing, with rich non-
linear dynamics, ideally suited to applications including classi�cation, estimation,
prediction, dynamic control and signal processing [5, 6].

�e main design challenges for realisation of practical hardware SNN systems
are large scale neural simulations and performance measurement, compact hard-
ware implementation, architectural scalability, application reliability, low power
consumption, e�cient learning/training algorithms, implementation of complex
neural models, fault tolerance and e�cient application design.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

�is research has contributed to the development of EMBRACE1, a compact,
scalable, modular, hardware SNN architecture as an embedded computing plat-
form. �e prototype implementation of the EMBRACE architecture on Xilinx
Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T FPGA comprises 448 neurons, 32K synapses and demon-
strates reliable, practical embedded classi�er and control applications.�e thesis
contributes to a number of hardware SNN system design challenges [7] such as

● Hardware SNN simulations and performance measurement
● Compact hardware implementation
● Architectural scalability
● Application reliability
● E�cient practical application design

�is research has developed a structured system level design methodology
for EMBRACE, a compact scalable hardware modular SNN architecture compris-
ing a hierarchical, mesh and ring topology Network on Chip (NoC) using novel
architectural techniques and demonstrated modular application design on the
EMBRACE-FPGA prototype [8–12].

1.1.1 Previously Reported EMBRACE Architecture and
Applications Research

�is section summarises previously reported research on the development of the
EMBRACE hardware SNN system and provides the foundation for the research
contributions presented in the thesis.�e collaborative research has been accom-
plished with contributions from Dr. Fearghal Morgan, Dr. Brian McGinley, and
Dr. Seamus Cawley (Bio-Inspired Electronics and Recon�gurable Computing
(BIRC),National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland), and Dr. Jim Harkin and
Dr. LiamMcDaid (Intelligent Systems Research Centre (ISRC),University of Ulster,
Derry, Northern Ireland, UK).

�e EMBRACE architecture has been initially conceptualised and reported as a
mixed-signal hardware SNN array [13]. EMBRACE targets the issues of area, power
and scalability through the use of a low area, low power analogue neuron/synapse
cell, and a digital, packet switched Network on Chip (NoC) spike communication
architecture[13, 14]. A number of benchmark SNN applications such as XOR data
classi�er and inverted pendulum controller have been successfully evolved on

1EMulating Biologically-inspiRed ArChitectures in hardwarE

2
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Figure 1.1: XOR Benchmark SNNApplication Simulated with the EMBRACE-SysC
Architecture in a 3×2 Mesh Con�guration and GA-based SNN Evolution Module

the EMBRACE-FPGA prototype [14]. Also, real-world embedded applications
including Wisconsin breast cancer dataset classi�er and robotic controller have
been successfully implemented on the �rst EMBRACE-FPGA prototype [14–16].

1.2 �esis Contributions and Novelty Claims

�is research has systematically developed the EMBRACE, compact, scalable,
modular, hardware SNN architecture.�e research follows four distinct phases,
where each phase contributes to a hardware SNN system design challenge outlined
in section 1.1.

1.2.1 Simulation and Performance Measurement

System design for embedded hardware SNN architecture o�ers a number of archi-
tectural choices which have signi�cant impact on the area, power and performance
of the system. �e thesis presents the EMBRACE-SysC, a SystemC simulation-
based design exploration framework for the EMBRACE hardware SNN architec-
ture. EMBRACE-SysC models each of the EMBRACE architecture elements in a
modular fashion at a Timed Functional (TF) abstraction level using SystemC [17].
EMBRACE functionality and interfaces aremodelled with clock cycle accuracy and
mimic the RTL functionality and pin interface behaviour (using standard Transac-

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tion Level Modelling (TLM) interface methods). Figure 1.1 illustrates modelling of
XOR benchmark SNN application on the EMBRACE-SysC simulation platform2.
During simulation, all EMBRACE-SysC modules send important system activity
information to the performance measurement modules, which collate and store
this information in a database for performance reporting. EMBRACE-SysC can
simulate various SNN topologies, SNN application con�gurations and EMBRACE
architectural con�gurations. In summary, EMBRACE-SysC enables:

● Accurate modelling of spike data tra�c through clock cycle accurate mod-
elling of all EMBRACE digital components and timed modelling of the
analogue CMOS neuron cell

● Systematic investigation of performance bottlenecks (e.g. tra�c hotspots)
in the architecture

● Performance comparison and analysis of architectural design choices
● Faster architecture design, prototyping and simulation (compared to RTL
simulation)

● Veri�cation of speci�cations for EMBRACE design enhancements, down to
clock cycle accuracy

● Studying of SNN application feasibility prior to hardware prototyping

�is thesis demonstrates the performance measurement capabilities of the
EMBRACE-SysC framework including measurement of spike injection rate for
error-free spike communication and NoC hotspot detection due to NoC router
bandwidth exhaustion [8]. EMBRACE-SysC o�ers a fast executable speci�cation of
the EMBRACE architecture and performance measurement capabilities including
spike communication infrastructure, neuron model validation, hardware archi-
tecture design exploration and SNN application evolution, which are extensively
used in later phases of this research.

1.2.2 Architectural Techniques for Scalability

�eNetwork onChip (NoC) design paradigmprovides a promising solution for the
�exible interconnection of large SNNs [18]. Storage of large synaptic connectivity
(SNN topology) information in SNNs requires large distributed on-chip memory,
which poses serious challenges for compact hardware implementation of NoC

2�e array indexing in EMBRACE architecture �gures in chapter 1, 2 and 3 start at [1,1] and
the rest of the thesis uses [0,0] as the start array index to maintain consistency with the published
manuscripts.
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Figure 1.2: Two layered 16:16 Fully Connected SNNStructure as theNeural Comput-
ing Module and the Lookup Table-based Shared Topology Memory Organisation
within the Proposed Modular Neural Tile

based hardware SNN architectures.�is thesis presents an elaborate analysis of the
SNN topology memory requirements and its impact on the area and scalability of
NoC based hardware SNN architectures.�e thesis presents the Modular Neural
Network (MNN) design approach to reduce SNN topology memory and increase
scalability of the EMBRACE architecture.

�e thesis presents a hardware Modular Neural Tile (MNT) tile architecture
(�gure 1.2), that reduces the SNN topology memory requirement of NoC-based
hardware SNNs by using a combination of �xed and con�gurable synaptic connec-
tions. A two-layered 16:16 fully connected feed-forward SNN structure (�gure 1.2)
as the Neural Computing Module (NCM) inside each MNT[9, 10]. Fixed intercon-
nection between neurons within the NCM removes the need for storage of synaptic
connectivity information, reducing the SNN topology memory requirement of the
architecture to 50% compared to the reported monolithic EMBRACE NoC based
hardware SNN implementation [13, 14]. A novel lookup table based SNN topology
memory sharing technique further increases the memory utilisation e�ciency. Re-
sults demonstrate an average 66% reduction in the overall area requirement of the
architecture for practical SNN application topologies compared to the previously
reported EMBRACE architecture [14].

�e thesis presents the micro-architecture details of the proposed MNT and
the digital neuron circuit used for system validation.�e architectural components
are synthesised using 65nm low-power CMOS technology and silicon area results
are presented. �e proposed MNT architecture has been validated on a Xilinx
Virtex-6 FPGA and resource usage results are reported.�e evolvable capability
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Figure 1.3: Ring Topology Interconnect Architecture

of the proposed MNT and its suitability for executing application subtasks in an
MNN execution architectures is demonstrated by successfully evolving the XOR
benchmark SNN application and a robotics obstacle avoidance controller using
the player-stage robotics simulator and previously reported Genetic Algorithm
based hardware SNN evolution platform [14].�ese benchmark SNN applications
represent data classi�cation and non-linear control functions.

1.2.3 Interconnect Architecture for SNN Application
Reliability

Shared resources in packet-switched NoC architectures can result in unwanted
variation in packet transfer latency.�is packet latency jitter alters spike timings
and distorts the information conveyed on the synaptic connections in the SNN,
resulting in unreliable application behaviour. �e thesis presents an elaborate
analysis of the spike transfer latency variations in mesh topology, packet switched
NoC architectures and it’s impact on the information �owing in the SNN.

�e thesis presents a novel ring topology interconnect illustrated in �gure
1.3, for spike communication between neural tiles and a novel timestamped spike
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broadcast �ow control scheme that o�ers �xed spike transfer latency for all the
synaptic connections within the ring [11]. Figure 1.4 illustrates the �ow control
of the proposed ring topology interconnect which treats each spike event timing
separately, maintaining the clock cycle count of the spike event occurrence (in
timestamp registers TSRx).�e recorded spike event clock cycle count is preserved
throughout the spike packet �ow control. At the destination ring router, the spike
event occurrence clock cycle count (stored in timeslot registers TSLRT+y) is used to
send out the spike at the precise clock cycle (with respect to spike event occurrence).
�is ensures �xed spike transfer latency and maintains the integrity of the SNN
information �ow.

�e thesis presents the micro-architecture details of the ring router and its
ASIC and FPGA synthesis results. Spike transfer latency results are presented
for the ring interconnect under various SNN spike tra�c conditions. �e ring
interconnect o�ers �xed spike transfer latency under various spike tra�c densities
making it suitable as localised spike communication architecture for hardware SNN
architectures and ensures reliable SNN application behaviour [11].�e hierarchical
NoC design comprising ring topology interconnect within a packet switched mesh
topology network of routers is described.
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1.2.4 Modular Application Design

Solutions for real-world applications o�en lack deterministic algorithms. �e
inherent fuzzy nature of these applications pose a serious challenge for their im-
plementation on hardware SNN architectures. Although, the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) based search technique o�ers a practical way of prototyping applications on
hardware SNN platforms, the technique has a number of limitations including
poor scalability and search space explosion which restricts its use for evolution of
complex SNN applications.�ese problems can be mitigated by the classic divide
and conquer technique, by de�ning the overall behaviour as simple orthogonal
functions. Structured partitioning andmodular evolution of the overall application
functionality has potential in the design of complex, multifunctional real-world
embedded SNN applications.

�e thesis demonstrates the modular robotic navigational controller applica-
tion evolved on the EMBRACE-FPGA prototype [12]. Figure 1.5 illustrates the
complex multifunctional robotic navigational controller application decomposed
into the Obstacle Avoidance Controller (OAC) and the Speed and Direction Man-
ager (SDM) application subtasks.�e OAC subtask controls the robot movement
for avoiding obstacles and the SDM subtask steers the robot towards target location.
Figure 1.6 illustrates the robotic controller application evolution setup comprising
the EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture FPGA prototype interfaced with player-
stage robotics simulator [19] and GA based hardware SNN evolution platform.
�e individual application subtasks (OAC and SDM) are evolved separately and
integrated using an integration module.

�e modular application design for the EMBRACE hardware modular SNN
architecture results in faster application evolution (compared to monolithic SNN
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evolution) through stepwise knowledge integration and simpli�ed SNN training.
�is thesis presents a rapid and e�ective application prototyping technique for the
EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture using the modular application partitioning
and evolution technique.

1.3 �esis Structure

�e thesis follows an article based presentation style, where many of the chapters
are peer reviewed publications. All articles are preceded by a preamble outlining
the research challenge and the main contributions of the article. References for
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each article are listed at the end of each chapter.
Chapter 2 presents the Spiking Neural Network (SNN) computing paradigm

and reviews related research work. �e chapter also presents the previously re-
ported EMBRACE architecture concept and application prototyping.
Chapter 3 presents EMBRACE-SysC, a simulation-based design exploration

framework for the EMBRACE Network on Chip (NoC)-based hardware SNN
architecture [8].
Chapter 4 presents a hardware Modular Neural Tile (MNT) architecture that

reduces the SNN topology memory requirement of NoC-based hardware SNNs
[9, 10].
Chapter 5 presents the novel ring topology interconnect for spike communica-

tion between neural tiles, and a novel timestamped spike broadcast �ow control
scheme that o�ers �xed spike transfer latency [11].
Chapter 6 presents the modular SNN application prototyping technique for

the EMBRACE modular hardware SNN architecture [12].
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and proposes future work.�e chapter sum-

marises the contribution of the research towards building a compact, scalable,
modular hardware SNN system and applications.
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CHAPTER 2
Background and RelatedWork

2.1 Introduction

�is chapter presents the Spiking Neural Network (SNN) computing paradigm
and reviews related research work. Section 2.2 introduces the SNN computing
paradigm. Section 2.3 discusses the design challenges for the realisation of hard-
ware SNN architectures. Section 2.4 reviews the current research in hardware
SNN architectures. Section 2.5.1 summarises the previously reported EMBRACE
architecture concept and section 2.5.2 presents EMBRACE application prototyping.

2.2 Spiking Neural Network Computing Paradigm

�e organic nervous system has been extensively studied to understand the cogni-
tive abilities of human brain. SNNbased computing systems emulate real biological
neural networks to realise arbitrary functions for real-world applications. �is
section discusses spiking neuronmodels, information coding, network connection
topology and training/learning algorithms for SNN computing paradigm.

2.2.1 Biological Neuron Structure and Operation

Biological neurons (also known as neurones or nerve cells) process information
through a collection of electro-chemical processes [1]. Figure 2.1 outlines the
physiology of neural cell.�e electrically excitable neuron cell receives current
pulses on its dendrites, which are summed in the cell body (or Soma).�e electrical
charge accumulates in the soma and if it exceeds a certain threshold value, the
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Figure 2.1: Physiology of a Biological Neuron

cell emits an electrical pulse through the axon. �e generated electrical pulse
propagates along the axon which connects to other thousands of neurons/synapses
through dendrites.�e cognitive abilities of the human brain have been partially
explained by the massive number of densely interconnected small processing
elements (neurons), working in parallel to solve a speci�c problem.

2.2.2 Spiking Neuron Models

Biological neurons exhibit complex behaviour comprising a series of electro-
chemical processes which are di�cult to capture mathematically.�e electrical
pulses received on dendrites are summed in the cell body.�e cell emits an electri-
cal pulse through the axon a�er the potential reaches the threshold level. For an
arti�cial SNN system the neuron can be modelled as a multi-input single output
unit with a non-linear transfer function.
Arti�cial SNN systems are realised using a variety of neuron models with

various degrees of abstraction. Neuron models with high biological plausibility
have higher computational requirements compared to abstract models with rela-
tively low biological resemblance.�e choice of neuron model for an SNN system
implementation is mainly in�uenced by parameters such as application response
time, accuracy requirements and computational resources in the platform.
Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model mimics the behaviour of a biological neuron

by modelling di�erent ionic channels of the cell membrane [2, 3].�e HH model
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which has high biological plausibility, o�ers a high level of accuracy. However,
high computational complexity due to a large number of di�erential equations in
the HH mathematical model limits its use in large sized SNN systems.
Based on the dynamics of the biological neuron, the Integrate-and-Fire (IF)

and Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neuron models have been proposed [3].�ese
simpli�ed neuron models abstract out the properties of the biological neuron
related to its spatial structure, and model the charge build-up behaviour of the
neuron as an integrator.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the LIF neuron model as a simpli�ed schematic. �e

Synapse (or the synaptic junction) is modelled as a RC �lter, where a pre-synaptic
spike (δ(t−t( f )j )) is low-pass �ltered and a proportional current pulse (α(t−t( f )j ) =
w jδ(t − t( f )j )) is generated (wherew j is the synaptic weight).�e leaky integration
behaviour of the Soma is modelled as an RC circuit.�e integrating capacitor (CI)
charges through summing of all synaptic currents (I(t) = Σα(t − t( f )j )) and also
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leaks through the resistor (RL) constantly.�e voltage (u(t)) across the capacitor
is compared to the �ring threshold (ϑ). If u(t) ≥ ϑ at time t( f )i , an output pulse
δ(t − t( f )i ) is generated and the capacitor voltage u(t) resets to its resting value.
Figure 2.3 shows a simpli�ed LIF neuron symbol with spike inputs, synaptic weights
and �ring threshold, suitable for SNN implementation.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the detailed characteristic of a practical LIF neuron im-

plementation depicting membrane potential variations due to input spikes on
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Figure 2.5: Spike Rate Coding

inhibitory (wi < 0) and excitatory (wi > 0) synapses and output spike generation.
Spike input on an input synapse causes the membrane potential to change instan-
taneously based on the associated synaptic weight. As the membrane potential
reaches the �ring threshold, the neuron emits an output spike and the membrane
potential resets to its resting value.1

�e Izhikevich spiking neuronmodelmimics the spiking and bursting behavior
of cortical neurons [4]. �e model combines the biological plausibility of the
Hodgkin-Huxley-type dynamics and the computational e�ciency of integrate-
and-�re neurons.
A detailed survey and analysis of spiking neuron models is presented in [3].

2.2.3 Spiking Neural Network Information Coding

Understanding biological neuronal coding is one of the fundamental issues in
neuroscience [1]. Traditional hypothesis suggest that the information is encoded in
the mean �ring rate of neurons, whereas experimental results on response time of
humans (for a number of senses) suggest that the neuronal information is encoded
in the relative timing between spikes [3, 5–7]. Based on these �ndings, information
encoding in arti�cial SNN systems can be broadly categorised as:

1. Rate Coding:�is coding technique is based on encoding the SNN infor-
mation in ‘mean �ring rate’ of neurons. Based on di�erent notions of the
mean �ring rate, this category is further subdivided in the three averaging
procedures, namely Rate as a Spike Count, Rate as a Spike Density and Rate
as a Population Activity [8].

For practical SNN systems, this coding technique encodes the spike count
within a �xed time interval (sampling time window) as depicted in �gure 2.5.

1�is research employs digital LIF neuron model circuit for FPGA prototyping and application
validation.
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�e time interval or sampling time of the SNN is o�en determined by the
application response time and stimulus encoding resolution requirements.
Due to its simplicity, the spike rate coding technique is a popular choice for
embedded applications.

2. Temporal Coding: �is coding technique encodes information based on
the ‘precise spike timings’. For practical SNN systems, this coding technique
can be implemented as Time to First Spike, Spike Phase Encoding and Spike
Correlation Encoding [7]. Figure 2.6 depicts the time to �rst spike coding
scheme as applied to decide the valid SNN output.

�e absence of sampling time reduces the response time of this coding
technique and speeds-up the application, but the implementation complexity
limits its use in practical SNN systems.

2.2.4 Neural Network Topologies

�e biological nervous system exhibits clustered random neural connection topolo-
gies [9]. SNN topologies for practical implementations are generally organised in
ordered fashion. Based on the network organisation, the SNN topologies can be
broadly categorised as:

○ Single/Multi-Layer FeedforwardNetworks:�is neural network topology
illustrated in �gure 2.7 is characterised by a simple organisation and unidi-
rectional information �ow.�e neurons are organised in the form of single
or multiple layers, where each layer receives information from the previous
layer and feeds to the next layer, and the network does not contain any loops.
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Feedforward networks process the information in a pipelined fashion, with-
out maintaining the state information.�ese network topologies are ideally
suited for applications where the output is only dependent on the present
input state [10, 11].

○ Recurrent Networks:�is neural network topology exhibits neural connec-
tions in the form of a directed cycle, where neurons connect to one or more
neurons from previous layers as depicted in �gure 2.8. �is information
feedback mechanism creates an internal state of the network, allowing it to
exhibit dynamic temporal behaviour [12, 13].

Recurrent networks can use the internal state information along with input
state to produce accurate results. �is property makes them suitable for
pattern recognition and prediction applications [14].

○ Hybrid Networks: Recently, the hybrid network topology, which comprises
groups of interconnected subnetworks has been proposed [15].�e individ-
ual subnetworks follow either feedforward or recurrent topology and the
subgroup interaction is either directional or reciprocal as depicted in �gure
2.92.

2�ese topologies closely resemble Modular Neural Network (MNN) topologies (discussed in
section 2.4.2).
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2.2.5 Neural Network Training

Neural networks are characterised by their ability to learn and provide a gener-
alised solution in unexplored application scenarios. �e SNN training process
involves iterative adjustment of the SNN con�guration (synaptic weights, threshold
potential and/or network topology) to achieve the desired application behaviour.
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Based on the con�guration process, the neural network training algorithms can
be broadly classi�ed as:

○ Unsupervised Training Algorithms:�ese training algorithms attempt to
�nd the hidden structures within input data patterns.�e technique relies
on tuning the neural network to statistical regularities of the input data, such
that the neural network correctly responds to these data patterns.

Hebbian learning suggests strengthening of the synaptic weight wi j, when-
ever neurons i and j �re simultaneously [16]. Hebbian learning leads to
recon�guration of SNN and results in emergence of new functions, such
as pattern recognition and associative memories [17]. �e probability of
a neuron �ring based on the pre-synaptic spike timing is termed as Spike
Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP). STDP based unsupervised SNN train-
ing techniques have been e�ective for data/pattern classi�cation, pattern
recognition and associative memories [12, 18–22].

○ Supervised Training Algorithms:�ese algorithms are primarily charac-
terised by the iterative adjustment of the neural network con�guration based
on feedback. Back-Propagation and Spike-Prop SNN training algorithms
are the most popular supervised neural network training algorithms [23, 24].

Supervised Hebbian Learning (SHL) o�ers a biologically realistic imple-
mentation of Hebbian learning rules. SHL employs an additional ‘teaching’
signal that reinforces the post-synaptic neuron to �re at the target times and
to remain inactive otherwise. Detailed analysis of SHL for spiking neurons
is presented in [25, 26].

○ Reinforcement Training Algorithms: �ese algorithms tune the neural
network con�gurations to achieve a predetermined goal, while interacting
with the environment.�e online neural network con�guration exploration
technique relies on rewarding performance improving con�gurations and
avoiding performance deteriorating con�gurations [27–32]. �ese algo-
rithms have signi�cant potential due to their high biological plausibility.

○ Evolutionary Training Algorithms: Evolutionary methods have been suc-
cessfully applied for SNN training and evolution of robotic applications
[33, 34]. GA based SNN evolution is a supervised SNN training method
that maintains a population of SNN con�gurations and uses nature inspired
evolutionary techniques (comprising selection, crossover and mutation) to
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�nd a correct set of SNN con�guration by evaluating the desired behaviour
or ‘�tness’ of the individual SNN con�gurations. �e technique neither
requires any information about the application domain, nor imposes ar-
chitectural constraints or any additional training speci�c elements in the
neural computation components resulting in compact architecture [35].�e
technique o�ers an easy and fast way to prototype applications on hardware
SNNs.

However, the GA based SNN evolution do not scale well for large multifunc-
tional applications having complex �tness landscape.�e search space for
the binary coded, integer valued, n bit SNN con�guration is 2n. Increase in
the SNN size (number of neurons and synapses) increases the GA search
space and complexity by the order of O(2n).�e technique also requires
large amount of memory for storage of SNN con�gurations and results in
slower operation due to the iterative nature of SNN con�guration evaluation.
�ese shortcomings limit its use for evolving large real-world complex SNN
applications.

2.3 SNN System Design Challenges

Research in arti�cial neural networks has lead to the development of numerous
neuron models, network topologies, training algorithms and application scenarios.
However, the realisation of SNN based embedded computing systems faces a
number of challenges.�is section reviews the key research and design challenges
for the realisation of hardware SNN systems suitable for embedded computing
applications.

2.3.1 Large Scale SNN System Simulation

Structured system level design comprising simulation based design space explo-
ration and synthesis has been used for the design of large scale System on Chip
(SoC) architectures [36].�is approach o�ers performance estimates of the archi-
tecture for various application scenarios at an early stage of system development.
Various simulators have been proposed for the design of Network on Chip (NoC)
based SoC architectures [37–39]. System design architectural choices have signi�-
cant impact on the area, power and performance of the hardware system. A high
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level simulation based design space exploration framework can be of great bene�t
for architectural design choices early in the system design phase.

�is thesis presents EMBRACE-SysC a powerful SystemC simulation based
design exploration framework for NoC-based hardware SNN architectures which
enables performance analysis of architectural choices at an early system design
stage [40].

2.3.2 Interconnect Architecture for Hardware SNNs

Practical SNN systems are characterised by a large numbers of neurons and high
interconnectivity through inter-neuron synaptic connections.�e aim of SNN ar-
chitecture research is to create powerful neural computing platforms incorporating
thousands of neurons and millions of synapses [41–48].
For large scale hardware implementation of SNNs, the neuron interconnect

imposes problems due to the high levels of inter-neuron connectivity. O�en the
number of neurons that can be realised in hardware is limited by high fan in/out
requirements [49]. Direct neuron-to-neuron interconnection exhibits switching
requirements that grow exponentially with the network size. E�cient, low area
and low power implementations of neuron interconnect and synaptic junctions
are therefore key to achieving scalable hardware SNN implementations [49].

�e NoC design paradigm provides a promising solution for the �exible inter-
connection of large SNNs [50]. A packet switched NoC architecture can provide a
suitable communication infrastructure for hardware SNNs, o�ering scalable, paral-
lel, distributed communication channels with �exible connection recon�gurability
[50–52].

�e main design challenges for a NoC architecture suitable for hardware SNNs
are:

● Scalable Synaptic Connectivity: Practical SNN application topologies are
characterised by a large number of synaptic connections. Storage of this
large synaptic connectivity (or SNN topology) information translates to a
large distributed on-chip memory in a packet switched NoC based hardware
SNN architecture [53]. As the hardware SNN size scales, the SNN topology
memory requirement grows quadratically and poses a serious challenge
for scalability of hardware SNN architectures. Architectural techniques to
reduce SNN topology memory are crucial for the e�cient and compact
hardware implementation.
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● Distortion-free Synaptic Connectivity: SNNs employ spike rate and time
based coding techniques, where information is primarily encoded as the rela-
tive timing between spikes. Shared resources in NoC architectures results in
unwanted variation in spike packet transfer latency.�is spike latency jitter
distorts the SNN information, eventually leading to unreliable application
behaviour. A NoC architecture o�ering �xed spike communication latency
is a key to reliable SNN application behaviour in a NoC based hardware
SNN.

● Hierarchical Synaptic Connectivity: SNN topologies for practical applica-
tions have been observed to exhibit clustered organisation [9].�e sparsely
connected neuron clusters exhibit high density localised connections within
neuron groups. Localised multicast communication schemes closely re-
semble the connectivity patterns typically observed in SNN application
topologies and NoC architectures supporting such connectivity patterns are
especially suitable for hardware SNN architectures [50].

Hence, a NoC architecture suitable for hardware SNNs should:

- support a large number of virtual synaptic communication channels
- maintain the integrity of information encoded within spike timings
- support connection topologies that closely resemble neural connectivity
patterns

In summary, the NoC architectures for hardware SNN architectures should provide
a large number of virtual synaptic communication channels and localisedmulticast
connectivity patterns, while o�ering low spike transfer latency jitter.

�is thesis presents a scalable and noise-free hierarchical NoC architecture
comprising �xed spike transfer latency ring interconnect integrated within a mesh
topology network of routers [54].

2.3.3 Application design for Hardware SNNs

Solutions for real-world applications o�en lack deterministic algorithms. Also,
training of large scale complex embedded applications poses a serious challenge
for their implementation on hardware SNN architectures due to lack of appropriate
application design methodologies.

�e SNN application design problem can be subdivided into following main
categories:
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○ Application speci�c SNN topology design
○ SNN information coding to insure appropriate application response time
○ Dynamic application behaviour for unaccounted input scenarios
○ SNN training algorithm for a range of real-world application classes

�is thesis presents modular SNN application design technique that o�ers a
rapid, simple and e�ective application prototyping for large, practical and complex
applications on the hardware SNN architectures.

2.4 RelatedWork in Hardware SNN Systems

Inspired by the computational abilities of biological nervous system, there is a
signi�cant research to implement recon�gurable and highly interconnected arrays
of neural network elements in hardware to produce powerful signal processing
units.�is section reviews the prominent SNN architectures and their suitability
as embedded hardware SNNs.

2.4.1 Hardware Spiking Neural Network Systems

A hybrid SNN computing platform including a neuron model implemented in
hardware and the network model and learning implemented in so�ware has been
reported in [44]. A time multiplexed FPGA embedded processor SNN implemen-
tation reports 4.2K neurons and >1.9M synapses [47]. �e neuron model and
partial SNN elements are implemented on an embedded FPGA processor, where
speed-acceleration is the key motivation.�e system relies on external memory
for spike transfer management.
FACETS, a con�gurable wafer-scale mixed-signal neural ASIC system, pro-

poses a hierarchical neural network and the use of analogue �oating gate memory
for storage of synaptic weights [46, 48]. A mixed-signal SNN architecture of
2,400 analogue neurons, implemented using switched capacitor technology and
communicating via an asynchronous event-driven bus has been reported in [45].
SpiNNaker project aims to develop a massively parallel computer capable

of simulating SNNs of various sizes, topology and with programmable neuron
models [41].�e SpiNNaker architecture uses ARM-968 processor-based nodes
for computation and an o�-chip NoC communication infrastructure. Each NoC
tile in the SpiNNaker systemmodels 1000 Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neurons,
each having 1000 synapse inputs.
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A clustered embedded hardware SNN has been proposed along with a process
for mapping SNNs to hardware [55].�e variable sized neuron clusters support
�exible synaptic connections even from and to within the clusters.

2.4.2 Modular Neural Network Computing Paradigm

�e biological brain is composed of several anatomically and functionally discrete
areas [56]. Various brain areas and neuron groups are dedicated to various sensory
and motor tasks. For example, the visual cortex processes di�erent aspects of the
visual information (such as form, colour and motion) in separate anatomically
distinct regions.�ese di�erent regions exchange information but remain func-
tionally discrete [57, 58]. Damage or deterioration of part of the visual cortex can
result in a partial loss of colour identi�cation, pattern or motion detection, etc.,
without considerably a�ecting other senses. Inspired by this modular organisation
in brain, the Modular Neural Network (MNN) design strategy of partitioning
application tasks into a number of subtasks has been developed [59–61].

�e MNN computing paradigm is primarily based on the divide-and-conquer
strategy.�e MNN design methodology primarily consists of task decomposition
i.e. breaking down a high level application into smaller, less complex, manageable
subtasks. Figure 2.10 illustrates a typical MNN application organisation. Figure
2.11 illustrates MNN organisation depicting individual and distinct neural modules
that solve the small sized subtasks.�e intermediate outputs from these neural
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modules are combined to solve the high level task or the whole application [62, 63].

MNNApplication Design

Application design for MNN systems primarily involves partitioning the applica-
tion to �nd the correct set of application subtasks in order to achieve the overall ap-
plication functionality. Various task decomposition algorithms have been proposed
for the MNN design strategy.�ese algorithms are based on di�erent techniques
such as output vector partitioning, class relationships, neuro-evolutionary ap-
proach and co-evolutionary methods [64–68]. Subtasks or Subnetworks obtained
a�er task decomposition are executed as neural modules in an MNN computing
architecture. Similarly, genetic algorithm based technique to �nd subnetworks
from large sized complex neural networks has been proposed in [69]. Networks
for practical applications are observed to have clustered organisation and can map
e�ciently onMNN execution architectures [9]. MNNs have been shown to outper-
form monolithic neural networks in terms of training time and data classi�cation
accuracy [70].

�e MNN approach o�ers improved training time, functional accuracy, struc-
tured implementation, functional partition, functional mapping and re-mapping,
competitive and co-operative mode of operation and fault tolerance [60]. �e
Subsumption Architecture, a widely in�uential computing paradigm for reactive,
behaviour-based autonomous robotic control applications has been developed
based on the MNN design concepts [71].�is technique suggests partitioning the
robotic behaviour into layers of basic and abstract functions.
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MNN System Architecture

Task decomposition of an application leads to two types of subtasks; namely the
Application Subtasks (discrete functional subtasks) and the Integration Subtasks as
depicted in �gure 2.10.�e application subtasks operate on individual and distinct
system inputs to provide intermediate outputs, which are integrated in the inte-
gration subtasks to generate the overall system output. Both the application and
integration subtasks are identical in terms of input/output interface and computa-
tional requirements. Figure 2.12 illustrates a typical MNN execution architecture
comprising individual neural modules interconnected by a global communication
infrastructure. Each individual neural module in the MNN execution architecture
includes a group of neurons interconnected using an internal communication in-
frastructure and has multiple inputs and/or multiple outputs.�e global (external
inter-module) communication infrastructure provides connectivity between the
individual neural modules [62, 63].

2.5 Previously Reported EMBRACE Hardware SNN
Architecture and Applications

�is collaborative research aims to develop EMBRACE, a compact, scalable, mod-
ular, low-power hardware SNN architecture as an embedded computing platform
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ideally suited for real-world data/pattern classi�cation, estimation, prediction,
dynamic control and signal processing applications.�is section summarises the
previously reported research for the development of EMBRACE hardware SNN
system which provides the foundation for the research challenges addressed by
this thesis.

�e EMBRACE architecture has been initially conceptualised and reported as a
mixed-signal hardware SNN array [52]. EMBRACE architecture targets the issues
of area, power and scalability through the use of a low area, low power analogue
neuron/synapse cell, and a digital, packet switched Network on Chip (NoC) spike
communication architecture.

2.5.1 EMBRACE Hardware SNN Architecture

E�cient implementation of hardware SNN architectures is primarily in�uenced
by neuron design, scalable spike communication infrastructure and SNN train-
ing/learning algorithms [49].�e EMBRACE mixed-signal implementation plans
to incorporate a compact, low power, high-resolution CMOS-compatible analogue
neuron cell [72]. �e use of digital spike voltages in both analogue and digital
domains removes the necessity for Digital-to-Analogue and Analogue-to-Digital
converters.�is architectural scheme has the potential to o�er synaptic densities
signi�cantly in excess of that currently achievable in other hardware SNNs [73].�e
EMBRACE NoC communication infrastructure provides �exible, packet-switched
inter-neuron communication channels, scalable interconnect and connection re-
con�gurability.�e NoC approach addresses the interconnect resources challenge
of a large scale SNN, while meeting biological-scale spike transmission timings.

�e �rst EMBRACE NoC-based SNN architecture illustrated in �gure 2.13,
was proposed as a two-dimensional mesh topology array of neural tiles, where
each neural tile connects in North, East, South and West directions, forming
a nearest neighbour connection scheme [52]. An application speci�c SNN can
be realised on the proposed EMBRACE architecture by programming neuron
con�guration parameters (SNN synaptic weights and neuron �ring threshold)
and SNN connection topology [74]. Spike communication within the SNN has
been achieved by routing spike information packed in spike data packets over the
network of neural tiles.

�e EMBRACE neural tile illustrated in �gure 2.14 comprises a NoC router
and a neural cell.�e NoC router interfaces with neighbouring NoC routers and
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the attached neural cell, and manges packet routing. �e NoC router decodes
the packets destined for the neural tile and applies spike input to the attached
neural cell. �e NoC router forwards the spike information generated by the
attached neural cell and the packets received for other tiles. �e EMBRACE
FPGA implementation employs a neural cell realised as microcode, executing on
PicoBlaze 8-bit RISCmicrocontroller.�e neural cellmodels LIF neuron behaviour
and contains 32 synapses.�e membrane potential resolution is 16-bits and each
synaptic weight is a signed 5-bit number (to support inhibitory and excitatory
synaptic weight).�e neural tile also stores SNN con�guration parameters and
topology information.

2.5.2 EMBRACE SNN Application Prototyping

�e proposed initial EMBRACE architecture had been successfully validated on
FPGA for faster application prototyping. Figure 2.15 illustrates SNN application
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evolution setup on the EMBRACE-FPGA prototype implementation. �e GA
based intrinsic evolution setup is a supervised SNN training method that main-
tains a population of SNN con�gurations and uses nature inspired evolutionary
techniques (comprising selection, crossover and mutation) to �nd a correct set of
SNN con�guration.�e SNN evolution platform (running on a host computer)
initialises a random SNN con�guration (comprising synaptic weights and �ring
thresholds) and con�gures spike generation rates on the EMBRACE-FPGA hard-
ware SNN.�e SNN evolution platform reads back the SNN output value from
the spike counter, evaluates the accuracy of the SNN con�guration and evolves
the SNN con�guration.�is process is repeated until the desired SNN application
behaviour is achieved.
A number of benchmark SNN applications such as XOR data classi�er and

inverted pendulum controller have been successfully evolved on the EMBRACE-
FPGA prototype [74]. Also, real-world embedded applications including Wiscon-
sin breast cancer dataset classi�er and robotic controller have been successfully
implemented on the �rst EMBRACE-FPGA prototype [74–76].

2.6 Summary

�is chapter summarised the SNN computing paradigm and related research work.
�e biologically inspired SNN computing paradigm is presented with emphasis on
spiking neuron models, neuronal information coding, neural network topologies
and SNN training algorithms.
Key SNN system design challenges have been presented.�is thesis contributes

to a number of hardware SNN system design challenges such as hardware SNN
simulations and performance measurement, compact hardware implementation,
architectural scalability, application reliability and e�cient SNN application design.
A review of current research in hardware SNN architectures andMNN comput-

ing paradigm has been presented.�is research employs MNN design principles
to design compact, scalable hardware SNN architecture and e�cient modular SNN
applications.

�is chapter presents the initial EMBRACE architecture design and application
prototyping used as a foundation for this research.�e following chapters present
the research phases and contributions for designing compact, scalable and reliable
hardware SNN architecture and e�cient and rapid application prototyping.
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EMBRACE-SysC for Analysis of

NoC-based Spiking Neural Network
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Preamble

�is chapter details the EMBRACE-SysC design space exploration framework
developed for the systematic design of EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture.
System design for embedded hardware SNN architecture o�ers a number of

architectural choices which have signi�cant impact on the area, power and perfor-
mance of the hardware system. EMBRACE-SysC provides high level simulation
and performance measurement capabilities suitable for making architectural de-
sign choices early in the system design phase.

�is chapter presents structured modelling of the EMBRACE hardware archi-
tecture in SystemC, including the detailed design of the architectural entities such
as neural tile, spike generators/counters and NoC router. �e chapter presents
EMBRACE-SysC components illustrating the various model, performance mea-
surement, simulation support and genetic algorithm libraries.�e chapter also
presents the EMBRACE-SysC simulation �ow illustrating generated performance
reporting, output and debug logs.
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�e performance measurement capabilities of EMBRACE-SysC framework are
presented.�e measurement of spike injection rate for error-free spike communi-
cation through the packet switched NoC architecture is presented. An analysis of
the NoC router micro-architecture and its impact on the spike transfer capabilities
of NoC router is provided.�e chapter presents experiment depicting NoC hotspot
detection due to NoC router bandwidth exhaustion. A sample SNN topology, the
mapping of the SNN to the EMBRACE architecture and NoC router bandwidth
utilisation results are provided, and an analysis of the NoC tra�c is presented.
EMBRACE-SysC comprises GA-based SNN evolution modules that can be

seamlessly integrated within the EMBRACE architecture simulations.�is integra-
tion allows evolution of the SNN application, easy validation of neuronmodels, and
con�rms suitability of the overall architecture as an SNN computing platform.�e
chapter presents NoC tra�c measurements for various application states through
an evolved XOR SNN benchmark application.

�is research addresses the large scale accurate simulation challenge for the
design of hardware SNN systems.�e development of EMBRACE-SysC introduces
a powerful design exploration framework for EMBRACE architecture design.
Future phases of this research extensively employs modeling and performance
measurement capabilities of EMBRACE-SysC to make architectural choices based
on performance analysis.
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Abstract: �is paper presents EMBRACE-SysC, a simulation-based design exploration
framework for the EMBRACE mixed signal Network on Chip (NoC)-based hardware Spiking
Neural Network (SNN) architecture. EMBRACE-SysC incorporates Genetic Algorithm-based
training of SNN applications. Results illustrate the application of EMBRACE-SysC for per-
formance analysis of a NoC-based SNN architecture.�e development of EMBRACE-SysC
introduces a powerful design exploration framework for EMBRACE architecture develop-
ment.

3.1 Introduction

Nature-inspired computing paradigms such as neural networks and evolutionary
computation provide promising solutions for designing complex and intelligent
systems [1]. �e organic central nervous system includes a dense and complex
interconnection of neurons and synapses. Computing systems based on Spiking
Neural Networks (SNNs) emulate real biological neural networks, conveying in-
formation through the communication of short transient pulses between neurons
via their synaptic connections. Each neuron maintains a membrane potential,
which is a function of incoming spikes, synaptic weights, leakage coe�cient, and
current membrane potential [2, 3]. A neuron �res when the sum of its weighted
input spikes exceeds a �ring threshold value. Brain-inspired computing paradigms

©2010 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Sandeep Pande et al. EMBRACE-SysC for
Analysis of NoC-based Spiking Neural Network Architecture, Sept. 2010
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such as SNNs o�er the potential for elegant, low-power and scalable methods of
computing, with rich non-linear dynamics ideally suited to applications including
data/pattern classi�cation, dynamic control and signal processing [2].
Traditional System on Chip (SoC) designs commonly use a shared-bus topol-

ogy, which o�ers simple and inexpensive interconnection between various on-chip
elements. However, this approach cannot scale to support large hardware SNN im-
plementations and cannot guarantee real-time SNN behaviour since the response
time of the SNN increases with the number of neurons and synapses connected
to the shared-bus [4]. Key to the development of low-power, high-performance,
recon�gurable hardware SNN-based embedded systems is the e�cient and scalable
implementation of synaptic junctions and neuron interconnect [5]. A Network on
Chip (NoC) approach can provide a scalable and e�cient on-chip communication
infrastructure for large SoC designs, and also for hardware SNNs [6].

�e authors have proposed and investigated EMBRACE [7], amixed-signal, low
power, scalable, NoC-based hardware architecture as an embedded computing ele-
ment that supports implementation of large scale SNNs [4, 8, 9].�e EMBRACE ar-
chitecture incorporates a compact, low power, high-resolution CMOS-compatible
analogue neuron cell.�e use of digital spike voltages in both analogue and digital
domains takes away the necessity for Digital-to-Analogue and Analogue-to-Digital
converters.�is architectural scheme o�ers synaptic densities signi�cantly in ex-
cess of that currently achievable in other hardware SNNs [4].�e EMBRACE NoC
communication infrastructure provides �exible, packet-switched inter-neuron
communication channels, scalable interconnect and connection recon�gurability.
�e NoC approach addresses the interconnect resources challenge of a large scale
SNN, while meeting biological-scale spike transmission timings (of the order of
10 ms) [3].

�e EMBRACE NoC-based SNN architecture (�gure 3.1) is a two-dimensional
mesh topology array comprising of Routers (R), Neurons (N), Spike Generators
(SGs), and Spike Counters (SCs). Each router is connected in North (N), East
(E), South (S) and West (W) directions, forming a nearest neighbour connection
scheme. An application speci�c SNN is realised on the EMBRACE architecture
by programming neuron con�guration parameters (SNN synaptic weights and
neuron �ring potential) and SNN connection topology. Spike communication
within the SNN is achieved by routing spike information within spike data packets
through N, S, E and W router ports. A GA-based search method is used to evolve
a correct set of synaptic weights and neuron threshold potentials for the speci�c
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Figure 3.1: EMBRACE NoC-based SNN Architecture illustrating two-dimensional
mesh topology array of Routers (R), Neurons (N), Spike Generators (SGs), and
Spike Counters (SCs) and the GA-based SNN Evolution Module

SNN application.
�e authors have implemented and reported EMBRACE-FPGA [7, 10–12], a

hardware NoC based SNN prototype, applied to control and classi�cation applica-
tions.

�is paper presents EMBRACE-SysC, a SystemC based [13], clock cycle ac-
curate simulation and performance measurement platform for simulation and
analysis of EMBRACE architectures. EMBRACE-SysC enables analysis of NoC
router architectures, packet �ow control and performance bottlenecks, and SNN
topologies and is a central component in the EMBRACE and EMBRACE-FPGA
hardware development process.�e paper describes EMBRACE-SysC and presents
NoC simulation results for various spike data tra�c conditions. EMBRACE-SysC
incorporates a Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based SNN evolution module.
Information exchange in SNNs is in the form of continuous spike streams,

where information is coded in the relative timing of spikes. Router design and
time multiplexing of router interconnections results in unwanted variations in
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packet latency.�e resulting packet latency jitter distorts spike timing information
in SNN applications and can a�ect the accuracy of the SNN output. While the
presence of packet latency jitter increases SNN evolution time, it can lead to robust
SNN individuals capable of adapting to changing environments [14]. A goal of this
research is to design the EMBRACE architecture with minimal packet latency jitter.
�e paper presents and discusses EMBRACE-SysC simulation of spike packet
latency for an evolved XOR benchmark SNN application.

�e structure of the paper is as follows: Related work on the simulation and
performance analysis of NoC and SNN architectures is reviewed in Section 3.2.
�e EMBRACE-SysC platform is described in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the
results and analysis of EMBRACE NoC and XOR benchmark SNN application for
various spike data tra�c conditions. Section 3.5 concludes the paper and proposes
future work.

3.2 RelatedWork

�is section reviews related work on the simulation and performance analysis of
NoC and SNN architectures, and proposes the requirements for the EMBRACE-
SysC platform.
Several simulation-based NoC design exploration approaches have been re-

ported, including Nostrum [15], Nirgam [16], Noxim [17], CHAIN/Silistix [18] and
Orion [19].�ese simulators mainly focus on embedded multimedia and multipro-
cessor applications and represent digital NoC architectures.�e EMBRACEmixed
signal architecture uses analogue components for neural computations and digital
NoC for transfer of spike information. Existing NoC simulators allow the use of
tra�c patterns such as random, bursty, permutation and Poisson distribution. For
correct representation of spike data tra�c, accurately timed model of the analogue
neuron cell is required. A SystemC-based simulation platform has been developed
for the SpiNNaker [20, 21] NoC-based multi-processor SNN.�is simulator is
used for SNN functional validation, so�ware development and debugging.
A simulator for analysis of a System-on-Chip, NoC based hardware SNN has

not been reported. SystemC o�ers rich features and capabilities needed for mod-
elling and simulation of mixed signal NoC-based SNN architecture. EMBRACE-
SysC has been developed using SystemC and is a central component in the EM-
BRACE SoC NoC-based hardware SNN development process. EMBRACE-SysC
enables:
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● Accurate modelling of spike data tra�c through clock cycle accurate mod-
elling of all EMBRACE digital components and timed modelling of the
analogue CMOS neuron cell

● Systematic investigation of performance bottlenecks (e.g. tra�c hotspots)
in the architecture

● Performance comparison and analysis of architectural design choices
● Faster architecture design, prototyping and simulation (compared to RTL
simulation)

● Veri�cation of speci�cations for EMBRACE design enhancements, down to
clock cycle accuracy

● Studying of SNN application feasibility prior to hardware prototyping

3.3 EMBRACE-SysC: NoC-based SNN Simulation
and Performance Measurement Platform

�is section describes the EMBRACE-SysC simulation platform, the modelling
of the architectural components, and the simulation �ow. Figure 3.2 illustrates
the EMBRACE-SysC modelling and simulation �ow, which includes simulation
platform creation, con�guration, and performance data collection.
EMBRACE-SysC models each of the EMBRACE architecture elements in a

modular fashion at a Timed Functional (TF) abstraction level using SystemC [13].
EMBRACE-SysC o�ers a fast and clock cycle accurate executable speci�cation of
the EMBRACE architecture. EMBRACE-SysC can simulate various SNN topolo-
gies, SNN application con�gurations and EMBRACE architectural con�gurations.
�e con�guration information like NoC dimension, SNN topology, NoC location
of various Neurons, SGs and SCs, etc is supplied to the simulator through a plat-
form con�guration �le. EMBRACE functionality and interfaces are modelled with
clock cycle accuracy and mimic the RTL functionality and pin interface behaviour
(using standard Transaction Level Modelling (TLM) interface methods). During
simulation, all EMBRACE-SysC modules send important system activity informa-
tion to the performance measurement modules, which collate this information
and store it in the performance database.
Spike Generator (SG) modules generate spikes based on the con�gured spike

generation rate. Spike Counter (SC) modules measure the spike rate at SNN
outputs.�e Neuron (N) module models Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire behaviour [12].
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Figure 3.2: EMBRACE-SysC Modelling and Simulation Flow

A con�guration interface provides read/write access to SG spike generation rates,
SC measured spike rates, and neuron synaptic weights and threshold potential.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the internal architecture of the neuron, NoC router, their

connectivity and con�guration interface. Figure 3.4 illustrates the internal archi-
tecture of the spike generator, spike counter, NoC router connection ports, and
con�guration interface.

�e NoC module library contains architectural components including router,
packet decoder and encoder, and NoC communication interfaces. A NoC router
communicates with Neuron, SG and SC via the Router Interface (RI).�e NoC
router polls all input ports for incoming spike packets (using a round robin arbi-
tration scheme), acknowledges receipt of an incoming spike packet, and bu�ers
the packet.�e NoC router decodes an incoming packet’s destination address and
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forwards the packet to the connected Neuron, SG or SC, or to a neighbouring
router based on routing table stored in router con�guration memory.
Di�erent SNN topologies are created by con�guring tra�c connections be-

tween SNNelements, to de�ne the synaptic connections betweenNeurons, SGs and
SCs. Spike communication within the SNN is achieved by routing packet-based
spike information through the network of NoC routers [22].
A three neuron, fully connected SNN structure illustrated in �gure 3.5a is used

to evolve the XOR benchmark SNN application [11]. Figure 3.5b illustrates the
mapping of the XOR SNNmodules and synaptic connections to the EMBRACE-
SysC platform (incorporating a 3×2 mesh con�guration).

�e GA-based SNN evolution module �nds a correct con�guration for the
SNN application.�is module con�gures SG spike generation rates. SGs gener-
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ate spikes which are connected to SNN input layer neurons. SNN output layer
neurons are connected to SCs, which count the number of spikes received within
a �xed time window, and convert the SNN output spike rate to integer output
values.�e SNN output value is read by the SNN evolution module through the
con�guration interface. An SNN individual con�guration is described by neuron
synaptic weights and �ring thresholds. �e GA-based SNN evolution module
evolves an SNN population (a set of SNN individuals) through a process of se-
lection, crossover and mutation [23]. For every SNN generation, the �tness (or
correctness) of each SNN individual con�guration is evaluated. Fitness evaluation
is followed by the generation of a new SNN population.�is process is repeated
for a prede�ned number of generations, or until a satisfactory SNN �tness has
been achieved.

3.4 EMBRACE Architecture Analysis Results

�is section presents the results of EMBRACE-SysC simulations.�e EMBRACE
NoC is simulated under various spike data tra�c conditions to determine the
maximum spike packet injection rate for NoC paths and to identify NoC router
tra�c hotspots.�is section also presents the results of EMBRACE-SysC analysis
of NoC latency for an evolved XOR benchmark SNN application and analyses the
suitability of the EMBRACE architecture for practical and biologically plausible
SNN applications.

3.4.1 NoC Spike Packet Injection Rate

�is experiment illustrates the use of EMBRACE-SysC to determine the maximum
supported spike packet injection rate of a number of EMBRACE NoC con�gura-
tions.�e EMBRACE-SysC model is con�gured as a 2, 3, and 4 router NoC path.
A 2-router NoC path is illustrated in �gure 3.6 Spike packets propagate from the
SG through two consecutive routers to the SC. SNN neuron functionality is not
active in this example.
As the spike generation rate is varied, EMBRACE-SysC monitors spike packet

tra�c and level of spike packet loss. Figure 3.7 illustrates the worst case relationship
between the spike packet injection rate and spike packet loss for the 2, 3 and 4
router NoC paths. Spike packet loss is mainly governed by the NoC router design
and packet �ow control. Each NoC router polls and services its ports using an eight
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state round-robin scheme (N, E, S, W, attached SG/SC/N ports and three extra
states currently used for housekeeping tasks).�e NoC router introduces a single
clock cycle delay in routing the packet to a neighbouring router.�e maximum
router processing time is therefore 9 clock cycles.
As the spike injection rate increases, NoC routers can no longer route the

packet before another incoming packet is received. Each SNN element stores
outgoing spike packets in a bu�er, which over�ows if packets cannot be forwarded.
Bandwidth exhaustion in a NoC router can cause blocking of neighbouring
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routers and loss of spike packets. To avoid blocking of routers and deadlock, the
EMBRACE router drops packets if the packet is not received and acknowledged
within a �xed (TimeOut) period by a neighbouring router. For a range of SNN
applications and con�gurations, EMBRACE-SysC can be used to verify occurrence
of spike packet loss. For future architecture revisions, EMBRACE-SysC will be
used to design the NoC architecture with minimum or no packet loss.

�e maximum packet acceptance rate of each NoC path is dependent on the
number of cascaded routers and the tra�c load on each router in the NoC path.
�is measurement technique can be extended for determining spike injection rates
for complex SNN topologies mapped onto the EMBRACE architecture.

3.4.2 NoC Tra�c HotSpot Detection

�is section demonstrates the use of EMBRACE-SysC for NoC router bandwidth
measurement and NoC tra�c hotspot detection.�e bandwidth of a NoC router is
shared between spike packets generated/consumed by the attached SNN element,
and spike packets forwarded by the NoC router. Figure 3.8 illustrates an example
SNN topology, in which neurons �re and generate an output spike on receipt of
an input spike. Spike tra�c into the input layer neuron results in spike input to
multiple hidden layer neurons.�e spike tra�c from all of the hidden layer neurons
converges at the output layer neuron, which �res at the maximum possible rate
and feeds the spikes to the output spike counter.�e selected SNN topology and
con�guration o�ers a variety of spike rates within the SNN. Figure 3.9 illustrates
the mapping of the SNN and synaptic connections onto the EMBRACE-SysC
platform incorporating a 4 × 4 NoC con�guration.�e mapping ensures that the
NoC routers are loaded with distinct packet rates.�e SNN topology shown in
�gure 3.8 results in spikes being routed to multiple hidden layer neurons. Spikes
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EMBRACE-SysC: NoC-based SNN Simulation Platform
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R[1,4] R[2,4] R[3,4] R[4,4]

N33

N22

N11

SG1

N32

N21 N31

N41 SC1

Figure 3.9: Mapping of the SNN Structure onto the 4 × 4 NoC con�guration of the
EMBRACE architecture

converge at the output layer neuron (N41), which is connected to router R[3,1]. As
a result, each router in the network has a di�erent workload, e.g. Router R[3,3]
services two NoC paths. R[3,1] services four NoC paths and consumes 100% of
the available bandwidth in the router. Any further increase in packet rate on NoC
paths going through router R[3,1] causes packet loss.
Figure 3.10 illustrates bandwidth utilisation in each router at the maximum

SG1 spike generation rate.�is is obtained by gradually increasing the SG1 spike
generation rate to a level where spike packet loss in the NoC is about to occur.�e
level of shade re�ects the percentage bandwidth utilisation in each NoC router.
Detection of tra�c hotspots using EMBRACE-SysC and remapping of the NoC
paths can provide improved distribution of tra�c across the NoC.
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Figure 3.10: Percentage Bandwidth Utilisation in each NoC router

3.4.3 NoC Latency Analysis for an Evolved XOR SNN

�is section presents the results of EMBRACE-SysC analysis of NoC latency for
an evolved XOR benchmark SNN application and analyses the suitability of the
EMBRACE architecture for practical and biologically plausible SNN applications.

�e SNN structure shown in �gure 3.5a is used to successfully evolve the XOR
benchmark SNN application on the EMBRACE-SysC simulation platform. Figure
3.5b illustrates the mapping of the XOR SNN structure and synaptic connections
onto EMBRACE-SysC platform incorporating a 3 × 2 NoC con�guration. �e
mapping of synaptic connection SG1→ N11, SG2→ N12 and N21→ SC1 are also
shown in �gure 3.5b.
Figure 3.11 illustrates the simulated packet latency on the synaptic connections

and NoC paths within the evolved XOR benchmark SNN for each of the four XOR
input states (logic inputs 00, 01, 10 and 11). Table 3.1 illustrates the selected SG
spike rates for the input logic levels.
Figure 3.12 illustrates a detailed view of spike packet latency variation for XOR

input state 01.�e following illustrates the �gure 3.10 behaviour.
For logic input 01: (SG1⇒ 0, SG2⇒ 1)

a. NoC Path (a): R[1,2] receives a high spike packet rate (corresponding to
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Figure 3.11: Spike Packet Latency for a Synaptic Connections in Evolved XOR
Benchmark SNN Application Simulated on EMBRACE-SysC Simulation Platform
shown in �gure 3.5b

Table 3.1: SG Spike Generation Rates

Logic Inputs SG Rate Generation Rate

0 One spike every 216 clock cycles
1 One spike every 72 clock cycles

logic 1) from SG2. R[1,2] routes packets to N12 via R[1,1] and R[2,1]

b. NoCPath (b): R[1,1] receives a low spike packet rate (corresponding to logic
0) from SG1. R[1,1] routes packets to N11 via R[2,1] and R[2,2]

c. NoC Path (c): R[3,2] routes packet from N21 to SC1 via R[3,1]

NoC path (b) exhibits the maximum spike packet latency. A goal of this
research is to design EMBRACE architecture with minimal packet latency jitter.
�ese results illustrate the use of EMBRACE-SysC to determine packet latency
within SNNs.
Detection of high latency NoC paths using EMBRACE-SysC and remapping

of these NoC paths can reduce latency for real-time hardware SNN applications.
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Figure 3.12: Spike Packet Latency for a Selected Synaptic Connections in Evolved
XOR Benchmark SNN Application Simulated on EMBRACE-SysC

3.5 Conclusions and Future Work

�is paper presents EMBRACE-SysC, a SystemC-based simulation and perfor-
mance measurement platform for the analysis of the EMBRACE NoC-based SNN
architecture. EMBRACE-SysC incorporates a Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based
SNN evolution module. Results illustrate the application of EMBRACE-SysC to
determine the maximum spike injection rate, to detect tra�c hotspots within
the NoC, and to analyse NoC packet latency for an evolved XOR SNN applica-
tion. EMBRACE-SysC enables exploration of design trade-o�s including network
topology, routing scheme, latency, throughput and synapse/neuron ratio.

�e performance results presented will be used as a reference for future EM-
BRACE designs to reduce spike packet latency, latency jitter and NoC tra�c
congestion avoidance. Future work will include the development of a performance
visualisation tool for the EMBRACE-SysC platform. EMBRACE-SysC will also be
used for SNN topology evolution research.�e development of EMBRACE-SysC
introduces a powerful NoC-based SNN design exploration framework into the
EMBRACE research project.
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Preamble

�is chapter details the Modular Neural Tile (MNT) architecture that reduces the
area and increases the scalability of the EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture.

�e computational power of SNNs is o�en attributed to massive synaptic con-
nectivity between a large number of neurons. Practical SNN application topologies
are similarly characterised by a large number of synaptic connections that translate
to large distributed on-chip memory in packet switched NoC-based hardware
SNN architectures.�is large storage requirement grows quadratically and poses
a serious challenge for scalability of hardware SNN architectures.

�is chapter presents an analysis of the SNN topology memory requirements
and its impact on the area and scalability of the NoC based hardware SNN architec-
tures.�e chapter suggest the use of Modular Neural Network (MNN) computing
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paradigm for mitigating the synaptic connectivity information storage problem
and design of practical embedded SNN applications. �e chapter presents the
MNN execution architecture organisation for hardware SNNs.

�e chapter presents detailed design of the Modular Neural Tile (MNT) for
EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture and presents the reduction in SNN topol-
ogy memory requirements by designing the MNT with con�gurable synaptic
connections. A novel topology memory organisation and NoC spike packet �ow
control for the MNT are presented. �e chapter details increased utilisation of
the SNN topology memory due to the proposed look-up table and fragmented
memory organisation.

�e micro-architecture details of the digital neuron model and spike trans-
fer interconnect within the MNT are described, with detailed ASIC and FPGA
synthesis results elaborating the compact architecture of the MNT.�e chapter
presents compact silicon footprint of the EMBRACE hardware architecture using
the MNT and demonstrates suitability of the MNT architecture for executing
practical application subtasks through successful evolution of benchmark SNN
applications.

�e research addresses the area and scalability challenge for the design of
hardware SNN systems. Development of EMBRACE modular hardware SNN
architecture contributes to the design of compact and scalable practical SNN based
embedded systems. Future phases of this research extensively use the presented
MNT architecture.
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Abstract: Biologically-inspired packet switched Network on Chip (NoC) based hardware
Spiking Neural Network (SNN) architectures have been proposed as an embedded computing
platform for classi�cation, estimation and control applications. Storage of large synaptic
connectivity (SNN topology) information in SNNs require large distributed on-chip memory,
which poses serious challenges for compact hardware implementation of such architectures.
Based on the structured neural organisation observed in human brain, a Modular Neural
Networks (MNN) design strategy partitions complex application tasks into smaller subtasks
executing on distinct neural network modules, and integrates intermediate outputs in higher
level functions.

�is paper proposes a hardwareModular Neural Tile (MNT) architecture that reduces the
SNN topology memory requirement of NoC-based hardware SNNs by using a combination
of �xed and con�gurable synaptic connections. �e proposed MNT contains a 16:16 fully-
connected feed-forward SNN structure and integrates in amesh topology NoC communication
infrastructure. �e SNN topology memory requirement is 50% of the monolithic NoC-based
hardware SNN implementation.�e paper also presents a lookup table based SNN topology
memory allocation technique, which further increases the memory utilisation e�ciency.
Overall the area requirement of the architecture is reduced by an average of 66% for practical
SNN application topologies.

©2013 Springer. Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media,
Sandeep Pande et al., Modular neural tile architecture for compact embedded hardware spiking
neural network, Neural Processing Letters, pp. 1-23, Jan. 2013
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�e paper presents micro-architecture details of the proposedMNT and digital neuron cir-
cuit.�e proposed architecture has been validated on a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA and synthesised
using 65nm low-power CMOS technology.�e evolvable capability of the proposed MNT and
its suitability for executing subtasks within a MNN execution architecture is demonstrated
by successfully evolving benchmark SNN application tasks representing classi�cation and
non-linear control functions. �e paper addresses hardware modular SNN design and imple-
mentation challenges and contributes to the development of a compact hardware modular
SNN architecture suitable for embedded applications.

4.1 Introduction

Arti�cial Neural Network (ANN) computing techniques, which are primarily
inspired by the functioning of human brain, can provide promising solutions for
designing complex and intelligent systems [1].�e organic central nervous system
includes a dense and complex interconnection of neurons and synapses, where
each neuron connects to thousands of other neurons through synaptic connections.
Computing systems based on SpikingNeural Networks (SNNs) emulate real biolog-
ical neural networks, conveying information through the communication of short
transient pulses (spikes) between neurons via their synaptic connections. Each
neuron maintains an internal membrane potential, which is a function of input
spikes, associated synaptic weights, current membrane potential, and a constant
membrane potential leakage coe�cient [2, 3]. A neuron �res (emits a spike to all
connected synapses/neurons) when its membrane potential exceeds the neuron’s
�ring threshold value.
Brain-inspired computing paradigms such as SNNs o�er the potential for

elegant, low-power and scalable methods of embedded computing, with rich non-
linear dynamics, ideally suited to applications including classi�cation, estimation,
prediction, dynamic control and signal processing.�e e�cient implementation
of SNN-based hardware architectures for real-time embedded systems is primar-
ily in�uenced by neuron design, scalable on-chip interconnect architecture and
SNN training/learning algorithms [4]. �e authors have investigated and pro-
posed EMBRACE2, as an embedded hardware neural network architecture [5, 6].
�e EMBRACE NoC-based SNN architecture is a two-dimensional mesh topol-
ogy array of neural tiles each comprising a single neuron and NoC router. �e
NoC-based synaptic connectivity approach employed in the EMBRACE architec-

2EMulating Biologically-inspiRed ArChitectures in hardwarE
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ture provides a �exible, packet-switched inter-neuron communication channels,
scalable interconnect and connection recon�gurability [7, 8].
SNN application topologies are characterised by a large number of synaptic

connections that translate to large distributed on-chip memory in packet switched
NoC-based hardware SNN architectures.�e storage requirement for large SNNs
poses a serious challenge for their compact hardware implementation.�e Modu-
lar Neural Networks (MNN) design strategy partitions complex application tasks
into smaller subtasks executing on distinct neural network modules and integrates
outputs in higher level functions [1, 9]. �e neural network modules in MNN
execution architectures maintain internal communication, which is isolated from
other modules and the global communication infrastructure.�e orthogonalisa-
tion of synaptic connectivity suggested in the MNN design paradigm can help
tackle the large connectivity problem of SNN architectures and o�er practical
system implementation for embedded applications.

�is paper proposes a hardware Modular Neural Tile (MNT) tile architecture,
that reduces the SNN topology memory requirement of NoC-based hardware
SNNs by using a combination of �xed and con�gurable synaptic connections [10].
�e proposed MNT comprises a 16:16 fully connected feed-forward SNN structure
and supports execution of application subtasks forMNN-based application designs.
Fixed connections between the neurons within the MNT remove the requirement
for storage of connectivity information.�e MNTs integrate in a two-dimensional
mesh topology NoC communication infrastructure to form an MNN execution
architecture, where the overall SNN topology memory requirement is 50% of
the previously reported monolithic NoC-based hardware SNN implementation
[5, 6].�e paper also proposes a further architectural enhancement, which involves
sharing the SNN topologymemory (within eachMNT) between the SNN structure
outputs.�e proposed lookup table based memory allocation scheme increases
memory utilisation by o�ering �exible synaptic connectivity suitable for practical
SNN application topologies, which are characterised by irregular connectivity
patterns [11]. In total, the area requirements of the architecture is reduced by 66%.

�e paper presents micro-architecture details of the proposed MNT and the
digital neuron circuit used for system validation.�e architectural components
are synthesised using 65nm low-power CMOS technology and silicon area results
are presented. �e proposed MNT architecture has been validated on a Xilinx
Virtex-6 FPGA and resource usage results are reported.�e evolvable capability
of the proposed MNT and its suitability for executing application subtasks in a
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MNN execution architectures is demonstrated by successfully evolving the XOR
benchmark SNN application and a robotics obstacle avoidance controller using
the player-stage robotics simulator and previously reported Genetic Algorithm
based hardware SNN evolution platform. (�ese benchmark SNN applications
represent data classi�cation and non-linear control functions.)

�e structure of the paper is as follows: Section 4.2 summarises reported hard-
ware SNN architectures and their suitability as embedded hardware SNNs. Section
4.3 summarises the reported EMBRACE NoC-based hardware monolithic SNN
architecture and highlights the impact of SNN topology memory on the overall
device size and the challenge of reducing the SNN topology memory. Section
4.4 introduces the modular neural network computing paradigm, its bene�ts and
its application for reducing topology memory within the EMBRACE hardware
SNN. Section 4.5 describes the proposed MNT hardware design including neu-
ral computing module, packet encoder/decoder, digital neuron design, topology
memory and SNN con�guration memory. �is section also reports ASIC and
FPGA synthesis results. Section 4.6 presents classi�cation and non-linear control
benchmark functions implemented on the EMBRACE MNT FPGA prototype.
Section 4.7 concludes the paper.

4.2 Hardware SNN Architectures

Inspired by biology, researchers aim to implement recon�gurable and highly in-
terconnected arrays of neural network elements in hardware to produce compu-
tationally powerful and cognitive signal processing units [12–21]. �is section
summarises reported hardware and hybrid SNN architectures and their suitability
as embedded hardware SNNs.
A hybrid SNN computing platform is reported in [17].�is platform includes

a neuron model implemented in hardware and the network model and learning
implemented in so�ware. A time multiplexed FPGA embedded processor SNN
implementation [20] reports 4.2K neurons and >1.9M synapses.�e neuronmodel
and partial SNN elements are implemented on an embedded FPGA processor,
where speed-acceleration is the key motivation. �e system relies on external
memory for spike transfer management. Analogue spiking neuron design ap-
proaches can bene�t from a compact area implementation due to their ability to
model electrical charge �ow in the brain [13, 18, 18, 22, 23]. �ese architectures
rely on digital components for a �exible communication infrastructure. FACETS,
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a con�gurable wafer-scale mixed-signal neural ASIC system, proposes a hierar-
chical neural network and the use of analogue �oating gate memory for storage
of synaptic weights [19, 21]. A mixed-signal SNN architecture of 2,400 analogue
neurons, implemented using switched capacitor technology and communicating
via an asynchronous event-driven bus has been reported in [18].�e chip area is
reported to be 3mm × 3mm using 0.5µm CMOS VLSI technology.
Practical SNN systems are characterised by a large numbers of neurons and

high interconnectivity through inter-neuron synaptic connections. Each of the
SNN execution architectures presented in [14–21] aim for thousands of neurons
and millions of synapses, which is essential for a powerful neural computing plat-
form. For large scale hardware implementation of SNNs, the neuron interconnect
imposes problems due to high levels of inter-neuron connectivity and o�en the
number of neurons that can be realised in hardware is limited by high fan in/out
requirements [4]. Direct neuron-to-neuron interconnection exhibits switching
requirements that grow exponentially with the network size. E�cient, low area
and low power implementations of neuron interconnect and synaptic junctions
are therefore key to scalable hardware SNN implementations [4].

�e NoC design paradigm provides a promising solution for the �exible in-
terconnection of large SNNs [7].�e SpiNNaker project [14] aims to develop a
massively parallel computer capable of simulating SNNs of various sizes, topol-
ogy and with programmable neuron models. �e SpiNNaker architecture uses
ARM-968 processor-based nodes for computation and an o�-chip NoC commu-
nication infrastructure. Each NoC tile in the SpiNNaker system models 1000
Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neurons, each having 1000 synapse inputs. Each
SpiNNaker node requires approximately 4MBytes of memory for storing synap-
tic connectivity information [24]. Hence, the SpiNNaker architecture stores the
synaptic connection data in o�-chip SDRAM.�e SNN implementations described
above are not targeted at compact embedded hardware applications. A clustered
embedded hardware SNN is proposed in [25] along with a process for mapping
SNNs to hardware.�e variable sized neuron clusters support �exible synaptic
connections even from and to within the clusters.�e authors have reported the
scalable NoC-based EMBRACE [5] hardware SNN architecture, targeting compact
embedded hardware applications.�e architecture supports large monolithic SNN
topologies. In a monolithic SNN, the neuron connectivity is global (i.e. any neuron
can connect to any other neuron). �e EMBRACE topology memory require-
ment increases exponentially with network size [10]. Modular neural network
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Figure 4.1: EMBRACE NoC-based Embedded Hardware Monolithic SNN Archi-
tecture (�e Neural Tile (NT) comprises a single neuron, packet encoder/decoder,
SNN con�guration and topology memory)

techniques investigated in this paper, can enable trade-o�s between the topol-
ogy memory size and synaptic connectivity, leading to scalable, more compact,
practical embedded hardware SNN structures.

4.3 EMBRACE: Hardware SNN Architecture

�is section summarises the reported EMBRACENoC-based hardwaremonolithic
SNN architecture and analyses the impact of SNN topology memory on the overall
EMBRACE device size and the challenge of reducing the SNN topology memory.

4.3.1 EMBRACE: NoC-based Embedded Hardware Monolithic
SNN Architecture

�e EMBRACE (�gure 4.1) [5] architecture incorporates neural circuits within a
digital NoC-based packet switching interconnect to realise a scalable hardware
monolithic SNN architecture suitable for embedded systems. �is architecture
o�ers high synaptic densities while maintaining a small silicon footprint and low
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power consumption. EMBRACE is a two-dimensional mesh topology array of
Neural Tiles (NT) andNoCRouters (R). Each neural tile comprises a single neuron
supporting up to 64 input and 64 output synaptic connections.�e embedded hard-
ware architecture supports the implementation of monolithic SNNs and provides
a benchmark for comparison of the work of this paper.�e SNN topology mem-
ory de�nes each inter-neuron synaptic connection. NoC routers are connected in
North (N), East (E), South (S) andWest (W) directions, forming aManhattan-style,
two-dimensional mesh topology NoC architecture. An application speci�c SNN is
realised on the EMBRACE architecture by programming neuron con�guration
parameters (SNN synaptic weights and neuron �ring threshold potential) and
SNN connection topology. Spike communication within the SNN is achieved by
routing spike information within spike data packets over the network of routers.
�e reported architecture (�gure 4.1) requires 11MBytes of SNN topology memory
to support a 64K neuron/4M synapse hardware SNN.

�e authors have implemented and reported EMBRACE-FPGA [8], an FPGA
prototype implementation of the EMBRACE architecture.�e EMBRACE-FPGA
prototype has been successfully applied to benchmark SNN control and classi�er
applications (such as pole balancer, two-input XOR and Wisconsin cancer dataset
classi�er). EMBRACE-SysC, a SystemC-based clock cycle accurate simulation and
performance measurement platform for simulation and analysis of EMBRACE
architecture has been reported in [26]. EMBRACE-SysC enables rapid architectural
exploration and performance analysis of the EMBRACE architecture.

4.3.2 EMBRACE Hardware Resource Analysis

�e transistor count and chip area has been estimated for the EMBRACE archi-
tecture to understand the practicality of realising the EMBRACE architecture in
silicon. �e silicon area estimation technique takes into account the transistor
count for storage and control logic of digital components (based on standard
SRAM cell design) and actual silicon area for neurons [23].
Figure 4.2 presents the silicon area proportions (in mm2) by scaling the EM-

BRACE hardware monolithic SNN architecture in 32nm CMOS VLSI technology.
�e x-axis indicates the number of neurons and synapses (Neuron/Synapse) and
the stacked columns in the histogram denote the silicon area for NoC and SNN
architectural entities described below:

● NoC infrastructure:�e EMBRACE NoC infrastructure comprises NoC
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routers, packet bu�ers, NoC interconnect channels and associated control
circuits.�e analytical estimates indicate that the complete NoC infrastruc-
ture will occupies 47.27% of the total chip area.

● SNN infrastructure:�e SNN support infrastructure is made-up of SNN
con�gurationmemory (for storing synaptic weights of 5 bits each and thresh-
old values of 16 bits each) and the SNN topology memory (for storing synap-
tic connectivity information) [6].�e SNN infrastructure also contains the
neural elements (which includes synapses, synaptic weight summing and
membrane potential thresholding circuits) [13, 22, 23]. Due to its compact
implementation, the silicon area for the neural elements is negligible com-
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pared to the rest of the SNN support infrastructure, which occupies 52.74%
of the total chip area. (Figure. 4.3 further enumerates the silicon area of the
SNN components within the EMBRACE architecture.)

Architectural techniques to reduce SNN topology memory are crucial for their
compact hardware implementations.�is paper presents a novel modular neural
tile architecture that reduces the SNN topology memory area by 50%.

4.4 Modular Neural Networks

�is section introduces theModular Neural Network (MNN) computing paradigm
and execution architecture. �e section highlights the bene�ts and application
of the MNN design approach to reduce topology memory within the reported
EMBRACE hardware monolithic SNN architecture.

4.4.1 Biological Motivations for the MNN Computing
Paradigm

�e biological brain is composed of several anatomically and functionally discrete
areas [27]. Various brain areas and neuron groups are dedicated to various sensory
and motor tasks. For example, the visual cortex processes di�erent aspects of the
visual information (such as form, colour and motion) in separate anatomically
distinct regions.�ese di�erent regions exchange information but remain func-
tionally discrete [28, 29]. Damage or deterioration of part of the visual cortex can
result in a partial loss of colour identi�cation, pattern or motion detection, etc.
without considerably a�ecting other senses. Inspired by this modular organisation
in brain, the MNN design strategy of partitioning application tasks into a number
of subtasks has been developed [30–32].

4.4.2 Modular Neural Network Computing Paradigm

�e MNN computing paradigm is primarily based on the divide-and-conquer
strategy. Figure. 4.4 illustrates the MNN design methodology, which primarily
consists of task decomposition i.e. breaking down a high level application into
smaller, less complex, manageable subtasks.�ese small subtasks are then solved
by individual and distinct neural modules.�e intermediate outputs from these
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neural modules are combined to solve the high level task or the whole applica-
tion [1, 9]. Various task decomposition algorithms have been proposed for the
MNN design strategy.�ese algorithms are based on di�erent techniques such as
output vector partitioning, class relationships, neuro-evolutionary approach and
co-evolutionary methods [33–37]. Similarly, genetic algorithm based technique to
�nd subnetworks from large sized complex neural networks has been proposed
in [38]. Subtasks/Subnetworks obtained a�er task decomposition are executed as
neural modules in MNN computing architecture.

�e MNN approach o�ers structured implementation, functional partition,
functional mapping and re-mapping, competitive and co-operative mode of oper-
ation and fault tolerance [31].�e Subsumption Architecture, a widely in�uential
computing paradigm for reactive, behaviour-based autonomous robotic control
applications has been developed based on the MNN design concepts [39].

4.4.3 Modular Neural Network Execution Architectures

In the MNN design methodology, the task decomposition or partitioning of the
overall application leads to two types of subtasks; namely the application subtasks
(discrete functional subtasks) and the integration tasks.�e application subtasks
operate on individual and distinct system inputs to provide intermediate outputs.
�e integration subtasks integrate the intermediate outputs from the application
subtasks to generate the overall system output. Both the application and inte-
gration subtasks are similar in terms of input/output interface and computation
requirements. Fig. 4.5 illustrates a typical MNN execution architecture comprising
individual neural modules interconnected by a global communication infrastruc-
ture. Based on the de�nition of modularity in neural networks [1, 9], the individual
neural modules in the MNN execution architecture should:

○ Include a group of neurons interconnected using an internal communication
infrastructure

○ Support multiple inputs and/or multiple outputs
○ Include an internal communication infrastructure that is isolated from the
other modular neural elements and the global (external inter-module) com-
munication infrastructure

Since the synaptic communication between neurons in a neural module is isolated
from the rest of the architecture, the requirement for the storage of associated
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connectivity information is eliminated.�e overall MNN architecture has a con-
siderably lower synaptic connectivity storage requirement compared to monolithic
neural architectures. �e SNN topologies for applications that are inherently
non-modularizable exhibit uniform connectivity patterns.�e neural modules in
the MNN execution architecture can be cascaded using global communication
infrastructure to realise such large monolithic SNN structures. However, the re-
source utilisation of the MNN execution architecture will be higher as compared
to hardware SNN arrays supporting uniform synaptic connectivity.

4.5 Modular Neural Tile Architecture

�is paper presents a novel Modular Neural Tile (MNT) architecture, its digital
prototype and evolvable capabilities. �e proposed MNT forms the basic neu-
ral module for the MNN execution architecture (proposed NoC-based modular
hardware SNN execution architecture).
Architectural techniques for reducing the SNN topology and con�guration

memory are vital for compact silicon implementation of hardware SNN architec-
tures suitable for embedded computing.�is section presents the MNT architec-
ture comprising a 16:16 fully connected feed-forward topology SNN structure as
the Neural Computing Module (NCM) and the lookup table-based SNN topology
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memory sharing scheme. �e micro-architecture of an e�cient digital neuron
model is also described. Detailed ASIC and FPGA synthesis results are presented.
Silicon area requirement of the NoC architecture employing the proposed MNT
is compared with the previously reported EMBRACE hardware monolithic SNN
architecture.

4.5.1 Neural Computing Module

�e Neural Computing Module (NCM) forms the basic computing entity within
the MNN execution architecture.�e NCMmicro-architecture design is primarily
in�uenced by the following:

○ VLSI Technology Limitations: Fixed interconnections between neurons
within the SNN structure removes the need for synaptic connectivity infor-
mation storage within the MNT.�e size of the fully-connected hardware
SNN structure is limited by the permitted fan-out of individual neuron cir-
cuits. Also, metal layer routing limitations are imposed due to interconnect
crossbar capacitance and crosstalk.

○ MNNSubtaskGranularity:�e NCM should support su�cient computing
power for MNN application subtasks and integration subtasks. Large NCM
designs, can accommodate a variety ofMNN application subtasks, but would
lead to unused neurons in the case of �ne granularity MNN application
subtasks. NCM designs with smaller SNN structures can be cascaded based
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on the computing requirements of the particular MNN application and
integration subtasks.

Considering the above, a two-layered 16:16 fully connected feed-forward SNN
structure (�gure 4.6) has been proposed as the Neural Computing Module (NCM)
inside each MNT [10].�e input layer (N[0, n]) and output layer (N[1, n]) of the
NCM comprises 16 Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neurons.�e neurons support
a Single Dynamic Synapse (SDSn) approach (�gure 4.7a), where the synaptic weight
is supplied along with spike input.�is shared synapse approach removes the need
for internal multiplexers for selection of synaptic weight and results in compact
hardware implementation [40]. Each of the 16 input layer neurons connects directly
to each of the 16 output layer neurons to form a fully connected feed-forward SNN
structure. Each output layer neuron has 16 input synapses, which individually
receive spikes from the corresponding input layer neurons.�e NCM has 16 spike
outputs (SpikeOutn) each corresponding to the 16 output layer neurons.

�e NCM in a MNN execution architecture should be capable of solving appli-
cation subtasks and integration tasks.�e proposed modular neural computing
modulemade-up of 32 LIF neurons, supportsmultiple synaptic inputs and provides
16 spike outputs that can connect to multiple synaptic inputs in the architecture.
�is paper demonstrates the suitability of the proposed NCM by evolving SNN
benchmark functions.

Digital Neuron Model

�is section describes the multiplier-less, compact hardware digital neuron design.
Based on biological plausibility, computational power and implementation

complexity, various mathematical models representing the spiking behaviour of
biological neurons have been proposed [2, 3]. Amongst them the Leaky-Integrate-
and-Fire (LIF) model is a popular choice for hardware SNN architectures due to its
simplicity.�e proposed EMBRACE research project ultimately aims to develop a
mixed-signal VLSI architecture with compact, low power, high-resolution CMOS-
compatible analogue synapse and LIF neuron cells [13, 23] to achieve very high
synaptic density.�e LIF neuronmodel has multiple synaptic inputs, a single spike
output and maintains an internalmembrane potential, which constantly decays
(to its resting value) based on a constant leakage coe�cient.�e synaptic weight
value associated with the input synapse is summed with the current membrane
potential value on receipt of an input spike.�e exhibitory/inhibitory synaptic
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weights increase/decrease themembrane potential by the weight value.�e neuron
�res (emits a spike) when the membrane potential reaches the threshold potential
value. Firing of the LIF neuron causes the membrane potential to reset to the
resting value.
For validation of the proposed MNT architecture on FPGA, a digital neuron

circuit exhibiting LIF behaviour with su�cient resolution has been developed
(�gure 4.7a). �e digital neuron circuit uses a 16-bit shi� register for storage
of theMembrane Potential value. Stepwise exponential decay of the membrane
potential value is achieved by periodic right shi� (divide by 2) controlled by the
MPOT_DECAY input pulse. �e desired decay rate or Leakage Coe�cient can
be controlled by programming the membrane potential decay strobe generator
(�gure 4.7b).�emembrane potential value is updated by the input SynapticWeight
(SYN_WT) value using a 16-bit adder/subtractor enabled by the incoming spike
pulse (SPIKE_IN).�e over�ow/under�ow bit of the adder/subtractor is used to
determine the upper/lower limit of the membrane potential value, and activate the
saturation logic. A 16-bit comparator generates the spike output (SPIKE_OUT) if
the internalMembranePotential > Threshold (TH_POT) input.�e generated
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spike pulse (SPIKE_OUT) is also used to clear the 16-bit shi� register, bringing
the membrane potential to the resting value.
Figure 4.7b shows a simulation waveform for the digital neuron circuit includ-

ing membrane potential decay due to MPOT_DECAY pulses, membrane potential
variation due to input spikes, and output spike generation.�e synthesizable digital
neuron circuit provides the required resolution for practical SNN applications.�e
neuron occupies only 12 slices in the Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA and occupies 608.4µm2

in 65nm CMOS VLSI technology.�is compact neuron model contributes to the
goal of portable embedded hardware SNNs.

Neural Computing Module Architecture

Fixed interconnection between neurons within the neural computing module
removes the need to store synaptic connectivity information. Figure 4.8 shows
the �xed connection micro-architecture of the NCM.�e interconnect architec-
ture transfers the generated spikes from the input layer neurons to output layer
neurons.�e interconnect architecture enables selection of synaptic weights from
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con�guration memory for the output layer neurons while applying spikes.
�e input interface to theNCMconsists of neuron number (Neuronn), synaptic

weight (SynWt) and input spike pulse (SpikeIn). �e NCM layers operate in a
pipelined fashion, where the input spike is applied to the selected input layer
neuron during the �rst clock cycle and any generated spike is transferred to output
layer neurons in the next clock cycle. �e input neuron number (Neuronn) is
stored in a 4-bit register for use in the next clock cycle.�e input synaptic weight
is directly connected to all of the input layer neurons.�e 4:16 decoder enables
the selected input neuron number.�e decoder is enabled by the input spike pulse,
which causes the selected neuron to activate and update its internal membrane
potential.
According to the LIF neuron behaviour [3], neurons can generate a spike only

on the occurrence of an input spike. Hence, the stored neuron number in nth

clock cycle is used for transfer of spike and selection of synaptic weight for output
layer neurons in n + 1th clock cycle within the NCM.�e NCM output interface
comprises spike outputs (SpikeOut0∶15) from all output layer neurons. Spike pulses
generated by the NCM are further processed within the MNT to generate output
spike packets for synaptic connections outside the MNT.

4.5.2 Topology Memory Sharing and Spike Packet Output
Flow Control

Spike communication between MNTs is achieved by routing spike information
within spike data packets over the network of routers. Within each MNT a lookup
table based SNN topology memory allocation technique is implemented, which
enables variable synaptic connection densities for e�cient topology memory re-
source usage.�is section describes spike packet generation based on the proposed
lookup table-based topology memory sharing scheme, which o�ers a �exible num-
ber of synaptic connections for NCM outputs.
Figure 4.9a illustrates the lookup table-based shared topology memory organi-

sation.�e synaptic connection information for the NCM outputs is stored in this
topology memory. Fields include destination MNT address ([X,Y]mesh topology
NoC tile address), destination neuron (Neuronn) and synaptic weight (SynWt)
(see �gure 4.9b).�e topology memory is partitioned into 64 blocks (B0 to B63),
where each block is made-up of 16 synaptic connection information entries (BxSC0
to BxSC15), giving a total of 1024 neuron/synapse destinations.�e lookup table
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maintains the topology memory block allocation information in designated rows
for each NCM output. Each bit in the 64-bit lookup table row allocates the corre-
sponding topology memory block to the NCM output. For example, bit number
Bx of the row number N[1,0] allocates topology memory block number X to the
NCM output N[1,0]. Also, for the row number N[1,0], asserting the bit value Bx ,
allocates the topology memory block X to NCM output N[1,0]; deasserting Bx

disassociates the topology memory block X from the NCM output N[1,0]. �e
packet encoder generates spike packets for NCM outputs based on the allocated
topology memory blocks.

�e process of mapping the MNN application topology onto the proposed
MNT involves populating the lookup table and MNT topology memory entries,
such that the correct synaptic connections are established between the neural com-
putingmodules in the architecture. If the required number of synaptic connections
for a particular NCM cannot be accommodated in the available topology memory,
additional MNTs can be used as spike repeaters.�e NCM can be con�gured as
spike repeater by con�guring synaptic weights and threshold to generate a spike
for each input spike.
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4.5.3 Modular Neural Tile Hardware Design

�e modular neural tile (�gure 4.10) comprises a Neural Computing Module
(NCM), con�guration memory (for storing neuron synaptic weights and threshold
values), topology memory (for storing synaptic connectivity information) and
packet decoder and encoder.�is section describes the interfaces and functionality
of the hardware entities within the proposed MNT.

Modular Neural Tile Internal Architecture

�e MNT connects to the NoC router through the router interface, which com-
prises 32-bit PacketIn/PacketOut, valid (PacketValid) and acknowledgment (Pack-
etAck) handshake signals.�e MNT supports the following packet types (�gure
4.11):

○ Con�guration Packet: used for con�guration of neurons (synaptic weights
and threshold values), the lookup table and output synaptic connectivity.
�e con�guration packet consists of destination tile address (XY NoC tile
address), con�guration memory address (13-bit) and data (8-bit).
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○ Spike Packet: used for transferring spikes from source MNT to destination
MNT. It consists of the destination tile address 2-D array format (XY NoC
tile address), neuron number (Neuronn) and synaptic weight. Inclusion
of synaptic weight in the spike packet reduces the overall storage require-
ment of the architecture, and removes the necessity for synaptic weight
selection multiplexers for the NCM inputs, resulting in compact hardware
implementation [40].

�e packet decoder interfaces with the NCM, con�guration and topology
memory by receiving and decoding the input packets.�e input packet type (spike
or con�guration packet) is decoded from the PacketType bits (B23-B21). For a
con�guration packet, the con�guration memory address and data are retrieved
from the packet and written to con�guration or topology memory. For a spike
packet, neuron number (Neuronn) and synaptic weight (SynWt) are retrieved
from the packet and forwarded to the NCM along with an internally generated
spike pulse.�e con�guration memory supplies synaptic weight and threshold
values to the NCM and lookup table bits to the packet encoder through dedicated
control signals.�e topologymemory is a dual-ported RAMmodule as it interfaces
with the packet decoder for memory write operation and with the packet encoder
for memory read operation.�e packet encoder generates individual spike packets
based on spike inputs from the NCM, synaptic connectivity information in the
topology memory and memory block allocation information from the lookup
table. Refer to section 4.5.2 for the detailed output spike packet �ow control.
Table 4.1 shows the detailed hardware synthesis results for the proposed MNT.

ASIC synthesis has been performed using Synopsys Design Compiler 2009-sp5
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Table 4.1: Modular Neural Tile Synthesis Results (Clock Frequency: 200Mhz)

ASIC Synthesis FPGA Synthesis
(65nm Low-Power CMOS) (Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA)

RTL Entity Area (in µm2) Percentage Slices BRAMs

Modular Neural Tile 110806.63 100.0% 1204 0
Neural Computing Module 20505.24 18.7% 458 0
Digital Neuron Circuit 608.40 0.5% 12 0
Packet Decoder 408.71 0.4% 7 0
Packet Encoder 2368.60 2.1% 66 0
NCM Con�guration Memory 31444.47 28.4% 662 0
NCM Topology Memory 55800.00 50.4% 0 1

and TSMC 65nm low-power CMOS libraries. FPGA synthesis has been carried
out using Xilinx XST 13.2. Since the con�guration memory supplies all the MNT
control signals (2816 bits, synaptic weights, threshold values and lookup table) to
theNCMand packet encoder, the silicon footprint is considerably higher compared
to memory size. Due to massive interconnectivity in neural architectures, the
majority of the area is occupied by topology memory (50% in the proposed MNT).
�e topology memory is realized using STMicroelectronics low-power CMOS
dual-ported memory IP in ASIC implementation.
Figure 4.12 compares the silicon area of various sized SNNsMNTNoC architec-

ture with that of the reported EMBRACE hardware monolithic SNN architecture.
�e reduced number of NoC routers, resulting from the 16:16 fully connected SNN
(NCM), decreases the area occupied by the NoC infrastructure in the proposed
MNTNoC architecture by 89% as compared to the reported EMBRACE SNN archi-
tecture.�e �xed interconnection within the NCM removes the need for storing
the output synaptic connectivity information for the input layer neurons.�e regu-
larly structured interconnect requires much less silicon area than the SRAM-based
synaptic connectivity storage and the associated control circuitry. Consequently,
the topology memory for the proposed MNT NoC architecture is reduced by
54.05%.�e size of the entire MNT NoC-based hardware SNN is approximately
33% of that of the previously reported EMBRACE chip area estimation.
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Figure 4.12: Silicon Area Estimate (for 32nm CMOS technology) Comparison for
the EMBRACE Monolithic and the Proposed MNT Hardware SNN Architecture

Hardware Resource Requirements of Practical SNN Topologies

Practical SNN application topologies exhibit a variety of connectivity patterns.
Flexible sharing of the topology memory within the MNT addresses diverse con-
nectivity requirements of the practical modular SNN application topologies.�is
section presents and compares hardware resource requirements for the proposed
MNT architecture with shared and non-shared topology memory schemes for
SNN application topologies with irregular and random connectivity patterns [11].
Additional MNTs are used for relaying spikes, if the synaptic connectivity require-
ment of the NCM cannot be accommodated in the topology memory within the
MNT.
A large modular neural network application, made-up of 64 individual NCMs,

has been mapped to the proposed MNT-based NoC architecture.�e application
implementations using non-shared and shared topology memory con�gurations
have been compared. �e non-shared topology memory scheme uses a �xed
allocation of 4 topology memory blocks to each NCM output.�e NCMs in the
shared topology format are con�gured such that 8 outputs from each NCM remain
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inactive (by con�guring zero synaptic connections).�e number of requiredMNTs
and the size of the NoC are calculated for various synaptic connection densities in
the remaining 8 active NCM outputs. Figure 4.13a compares the number of MNTs
required using non-shared and shared topology memory approach, executing
the MNN application topology with irregular synaptic connectivity pattern.�e
topology memory in the MNT can hold 1K (i.e. 1024) synaptic connection entries.
When the synaptic connectivity requirement of each NCM increases by 1K steps,
additional set of MNTs are used for relaying spike packets.�is can be seen in the
step wise ascending graph in �gure 4.13a.

�e SNN topologies evolved using Genetic Algorithm (GA) based searchmeth-
ods o�en exhibit random connectivity patterns [11]. �e application topology
described above has been con�gured for a random number of output synaptic
connections from each of the 64 individual NCMs.�is MNN application repre-
senting a random synaptic connectivity pattern has been mapped to the proposed
MNT NoC architecture and tested under non-shared and shared topology mem-
ory con�guration. Figure 4.13b illustrates the MNT requirement for the proposed
MNT NoC architecture under non-shared and shared topology memory scheme,
executing the application topology with a random synaptic connectivity pattern.

�e proposed shared topology memory architecture facilitates the allocation of
topology memory blocks to the NCM outputs based on the synaptic connectivity
requirement.�e lookup table based shared topology memory architecture o�ers
a �exible number of synaptic connections from the NCM outputs resulting in
e�cient usage of eachMNT. Figure 4.13 illustrates that the shared topologymemory
scheme requires a smaller number of MNTs for MNN application topologies
with irregular and random synaptic connectivity patterns (observed in practical
SNN application topologies).�is enables implementation of larger application
topologies within the given architectural con�guration.

4.6 Modular Neural Tile Applications

�is section presents classi�cation and controller benchmark functions imple-
mented on the EMBRACE modular neural tile FPGA prototype.�e benchmark
XOR function (a basic data classi�er) and robotics controller (closed loop non-
linear control system) have been used to test the evolvable capability of the pro-
posed MNT. Accuracy (�tness) of the SNN con�guration and training time results
(in terms of GA generation count) are presented for successfully evolved XOR
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Table 4.2: Two-Input XOR Function Fitness Score Assignment

Number of Correct Outputs 0 1 2 3 4
Fitness Score Assignment Value 0 1 4 9 16

and robotics controller application on the proposed MNT prototype.�is demon-
strates the capability of the proposed MNT to evolve small-sized subtasks within a
larger MNN applications.�e intrinsic evolution setup comprising the proposed
MNT prototype on FPGA and GA-based SNN con�guration platform running on
host computer [8], highlight the hardware validation aspects of the modular SNN
architecture.

4.6.1 Classi�cation Subtasks

�e XOR function is a basic benchmark data classi�cation problem for neural net-
works and is a sub-problem of more complicated classi�ers [41]. A two-input XOR
function is implemented on the proposed MNT.�e XOR function uses two spike
rate encoders feeding distinct spike rates for logic ’0’ and logic ’1’ and an output
spike rate decoder.�e GA-based SNN evolution and con�guration platform con-
�gures the SNN con�guration comprising synaptic weights and threshold potential
for all the neurons in the SNN, check the accuracy (�tness) of the con�guration
and evolves the desired functionality by searching the correct con�guration.�e
evolved XOR function on the proposed MNT outputs a high spike rate when the
two inputs di�er in spike rate, and a low spike rate if the inputs are equal. Table 4.2
illustrates the �tness score assignment used for the two input binary XOR function.
�e three neuron XOR SNN partially uses the modular neural tile. Figure 4.14
illustrates the average and best �tness of the evolved SNN XOR function on the
proposed MNT.

4.6.2 Non-Linear Control Subtasks

�e robotics controller application is a classical example of a non-linear closed
loop control system. Neural network systems are widely used as controllers for
practical robotics applications. A robotics obstacle avoidance controller, using the
player-stage robotics simulator [42] and the previously reportedGenetic Algorithm
(GA)-based hardware SNN evolution and implementation platform (�gure 4.15).
�e simulated robot is equipped with 16 sonar sensors.�e average values of front,
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Figure 4.14: XOR Benchmark SNN Application on the Proposed MNT

rear and side sonars are used as inputs to the SNN.�e sonar values are converted
to spike rates by the host application and are passed to spike rate encoders, which
continuously generate and feed spikes to the Neural Computing Module (NCM)
within theMNT. Spikes from two neural computingmodule outputs aremonitored
by spike rate decoders and are converted to analogue values as robot acceleration
and turning angle inputs to the simulator.
Fitness criteria for the robotic obstacle avoidance controller application is

de�ned as travelling �nite distance and avoiding obstacles for ≥ 120 seconds, and
the �tness of the SNN con�guration is calculated as:

F = αT + βD + γS (4.1)

Where:

F = Fitness of the individual
T = Robot travel time (in seconds)
D= Robot travel distance (in cms)
S = Robot travel speed (in cm/sec)

Given:

Number of crashes = 0
SNN outputs are within the operating range
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Figure 4.15: Robotic Obstacle Avoidance Controller Setup

�e �tness evaluation constants α, β and γ are chosen to prioritise the robot
motion behaviour.

Evaluation of the individual con�gurations has been accomplished with the
robot roaming within the simulated environment for 300 ≥ t > 120. On timeout,
or if the robot has crashed, the GA-based evolution and con�guration platform
processes the recorded robot behaviour and assigns a �tness score to the individual
SNN con�guration. Fitness scores are then used by the GA to determine the
probability of an individual con�guration progressing to later evolved generations.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the average and best �tness of the evolved robotic obstacle
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Figure 4.16: Robotic Obstacle Avoidance Controller Benchmark SNN Application
on the Proposed MNT (Fitness Evaluation Constants: α = 2, β = 1 and γ = 0.5)

avoidance controller application on the proposed MNT.
Successful evolution of classi�cation and non-linear control functions with

constant and time varying input patterns on the proposed MNT demonstrates its
suitability for a variety of MNN application designs.

4.7 Conclusions

Neural architectures are typically characterised by thousands of neurons and
millions of synapses which are essential for a powerful neural computing platform.
Storage of the large synaptic connectivity information in packet switched Network
on Chip (NoC)-based hardware Spiking Neural Network (SNN) architectures
translates to large distributed on-chip memory and poses a serious challenge for
compact hardware implementations. Discrete synaptic connectivity observed in
MNN execution architectures help in reducing the storage requirement of NoC-
based hardware neural architectures.

�is paper presented a novel Modular Neural Tile (MNT) architecture com-
prising a 16:16 fully connected feed-forward topology SNN structure as neural com-
puting module.�e topology memory of the architecture is 50% of the previously
reported NoC-based hardware monolithic SNN implementation. Furthermore, a
lookup table-based topology memory sharing scheme is presented that provides a
�exible number of synaptic connections from Neural Computing Module (NCM)
outputs. �e proposed shared topology memory scheme requires less number
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of MNTs for practical MNN application topologies with irregular and random
synaptic connectivity patterns. Overall the area requirement of the architecture is
reduced by an average 66% for practical SNN application topologies.�is facili-
tates accommodation of larger application topologies in the given architectural
con�guration.

�e paper presented micro-architecture details of the proposed MNT and the
digital neuron circuit used for system validation.�e architectural components are
synthesised using 65nm low-power CMOS technology and silicon area results are
presented.�e proposed MNT architecture has been validated on Xilinx Virtex-
6 FPGA and resource utilisation is presented. �e evolvable capability of the
proposed MNT, and its suitability for executing application subtasks, in a modular
hardware SNN architecture is demonstrated by successfully evolving the XOR
benchmark SNN function and a robotics obstacle avoidance controller, using the
player-stage robotics simulator and the previously reported Genetic Algorithm
(GA)-based hardware SNN evolution and con�guration platform. Successful
evolution of classi�cation and non-linear control functions with constant and
time varying input patterns on the proposed MNT demonstrates its suitability for
variety of MNN application designs.

�e architectural enhancements proposed and validated in this paper helps to
achieve a compact neural modular hardware implementation and demonstrate
the ability of the proposed MNT to successfully evolve benchmark SNN functions.
�is work contributes to the development of the EMBRACENoC-based embedded
hardware SNN device [12].
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CHAPTER 5
Fixed Latency On-Chip Interconnect

for Hardware Spiking Neural
Network Architectures

�is work has been published in the Parallel Computing journal (Elsevier), Sep 2013. DOI:
10.1016/j.parco.2013.04.010

Preamble

�is chapter details the ring topology interconnect that provides �xed spike transfer
latency for EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture.
SNNs employ spike rate and time based coding techniques, where information

is primarily encoded as the relative timing between spikes. Shared resources inNoC
architectures result in unwanted variation in spike packet transfer latency.�is
spike latency jitter distorts the SNN information eventually leading to unreliable
application behaviour.

�is chapter presents an analysis of the spike transfer latency variations in
mesh topology, packet switched NoC architectures.�e chapter further presents
detailed analysis of the impact of this spike latency jitter on the information �owing
in SNNs under various SNN con�gurations.
A novel ring topology interconnect for spike communication between neural

tiles and the timestamped spike broadcast �ow control scheme is described, which
o�ers �xed spike transfer latency for all the synaptic connections within the ring.
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�e chapter presents the micro-architecture details of the ring router and its ASIC
and FPGA synthesis results.
Spike transfer latency results for the ring interconnect under various SNN

spike tra�c conditions are presented. �e ring interconnect o�ers �xed spike
transfer latency under various spike tra�c densities making it suitable as localised
spike communication architecture for hardware SNN architectures and ensuring
reliable SNN application behaviour.

�e scalability of the NoC architecture for EMBRACE hardware SNN is evalu-
ated.�e chapter presents a hierarchical NoC design comprising a ring topology
interconnect within a packet switched mesh topology network of routers and
presents FPGA synthesis results.

�e research addresses the challenge of spike communication infrastructure for
practical embedded hardware SNN architectures. Future phase of this research em-
ploys the presented EMBRACE architecture FPGAprototype using the hierarchical
NoC architecture.
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Abstract: Information in a Spiking Neural Network (SNN) is encoded as the relative
timing between spikes. Distortion in spike timings can impact the accuracy of SNN operation
by modifying the precise �ring time of neurons within the SNN. Maintaining the integrity
of spike timings is crucial for reliable operation of SNN applications. A packet switched
Network on Chip (NoC) infrastructure o�ers scalable connectivity for spike communication
in hardware SNN architectures. However, shared resources in NoC architectures can result in
unwanted variation in spike packet transfer latency. �is packet latency jitter distorts the
timing information conveyed on the synaptic connections in the SNN, resulting in unreliable
application behaviour.

�is paper presents a SystemC simulation based analysis of the synaptic information
distortion in NoC based hardware SNNs.�e paper proposes a �xed spike transfer latency
ring topology interconnect for spike communication between neural tiles, using a novel
timestamped spike broadcast �ow control scheme. �e proposed architectural technique
is evaluated using spike rates employed in previously reported mesh topology NoC based
hardware SNN applications, which exhibited spike latency jitter over NoC paths. Results
indicate that the proposed interconnect o�ers �xed spike transfer latency and eliminates the
associated information distortion.

�e paper presents themicro-architecture of the proposed ring router.�e FPGA validated
ring interconnect architecture has been synthesised using 65nm low-power CMOS technology.

©2013 Elsevier. Reprinted from Parallel Computing, Sandeep Pande et al., “Fixed latency on-
chip interconnect for hardware spiking neural network architectures,” Apr. 2013, with permission
from Elsevier.
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Silicon area comparisons for various ring sizes are presented. Scalability of the proposed
architecture has been addressed by employing a hierarchical NoC architecture.

5.1 Introduction

Biologically inspired arti�cial neural network computing techniques mimic key
functions of the human brain and have the potential to o�er smart and adaptive
solutions for complex real world problems [1].�e organic central nervous system
includes a dense and complex interconnection of neurons and synapses, where
each neuron links to thousands of other neurons through synaptic connections.
Computing systems based on Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) emulate real bio-
logical neural networks, conveying information through the communication of
short transient pulses (spikes) via synaptic connections between neurons. Each
neuron maintains amembrane potential, which is a function of incoming spikes,
associated synaptic weights, current membrane potential, and the membrane po-
tential leakage coe�cient [2, 3]. A neuron �res (emits a spike to all connected
synapses/neurons) when its membrane potential exceeds the neuron’s �ring thresh-
old value. Hardware SNN systems o�er the potential for elegant, low-power and
scalable methods of embedded computing, with rich non-linear dynamics, ideally
suited to applications including classi�cation, estimation, prediction, dynamic
control and signal processing [4, 5]. E�cient implementation of hardware SNN
architectures for real-time embedded systems is primarily in�uenced by neuron
design, scalable on-chip interconnect architecture and SNN training/learning
algorithms [6].
Packet switched Network on Chip (NoC) architectures have recently been

proposed as the spike communication infrastructure for hardware SNNs, where
data packets containing spike information are routed over a network of routers.
�e NoC based synaptic connectivity approach provides �exible inter-neuron
communication channels, scalable interconnect and connection recon�gurability
[7] [8].�e authors have investigated and proposed EMBRACE2 (illustrated in
�gure 5.1),as an embedded computing element for the implementation of large scale
SNNs [9–11]. A Modular Neural Tile (MNT) architecture has been proposed for
reducing the silicon area, by using a combination of �xed and con�gurable synaptic
connections [11].�e proposed MNT comprises a 16:16 neuron fully connected
hardware SNN structure. MNTs are integrated in a two dimensionalmesh topology

2EMulating Biologically-inspiRed ArChitectures in hardwarE
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packet switched NoC interconnect to form a hardware modular SNN architecture.
Spike communication between the MNTs is achieved by routing spike information
within spike data packets over the network of routers.�e NoC architecture uses
XY routing scheme and supports unicast packet �ow control, where each spike
packet contains destination synapse information for a single spike and is routed
independently. A GA-based SNN evolution platform evolves SNN applications by
�nding a correct set of synaptic weights and neuron threshold potentials. A number
of benchmark SNN applications such as XOR data classi�er, inverted pendulum
controller, Wisconsin breast cancer dataset classi�er and robotic controllers have
been successfully implemented on the EMBRACE-FPGA prototype [8, 10, 11].
Packet transfer via shared on-chip resources within a NoC based hardware

SNN results in di�erent latency values for each NoC packet. �e NoC packet
latency variation (jitter) alters the arrival timing of spike packets at the destination
neurons, distorting the encoded information within the SNN. While a NoC based
hardware SNN can be trained to produce correct application behaviour, NoC tra�c
dependent packet latency jitter can impact the accuracy of the SNN applications
and potentially cause an application to fail. Providing guaranteed packet transfer
latency is di�cult in NoC based SNN architectures due to the large number of
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virtual synaptic connections. In past few years, research in NoC architectures have
been primarily focused on providing statistical guarantees (or so� bound QoS) for
large streaming data tra�c [12, 13]. However NoC architectures that can provide
�xed packet transfer latency for a large number of virtual connections have not
been explored.

�is paper simulates (using clock cycle accurate SystemCmodels) and analyses
the synaptic information distortion in NoC based hardware SNNs due to packet
transfer latency jitter caused by the NoC communication infrastructure. �e
paper proposes a �xed spike transfer latency ring topology interconnect for spike
communication between neural tiles using a novel timestamped spike broadcast
�ow control scheme.�e proposed architectural technique is evaluated using spike
rates employed in previously reported hardware SNN applications. Results indicate
that the proposed interconnect o�ers �xed spike transfer latency and eliminates the
associated information distortion.�e paper presents the micro-architecture of
the proposed ring router.�e ring interconnect architecture has been validated on
a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA and synthesized using 65nm low-power CMOS technology.
Silicon area comparisons for various ring sizes are presented. Limitations on the
scalability of the proposed ring architecture and selection of the optimal ring size
based on spike rate resolution and hardware resources are discussed. Scalability of
the proposed architecture has been addressed by employing a hierarchical NoC
architecture.

�e structure of the paper is as follows: Section 5.2 reviews the NoC architec-
tures suitable for hardware SNNs. Section 5.3 presents simulation based analysis of
the e�ect of latency jitter in NoC based hardware SNN architectures, and discusses
the impact of the noise introduced by latency jitter on SNN applications. Section
5.4 presents the spike �ow control of the proposed interconnect architecture and
the detailed micro-architecture of the proposed ring router. Section 5.5 presents
ring interconnect spike transfer latency results and discusses the limitations on the
scalability of the proposed ring architecture.�e section analyses the optimal ring
size for practical spike rate encoding resolution and hardware implementation,
and presents hardware resource utilisation results. Section 5.6 concludes the paper.

5.2 NoC Architectures for Hardware SNNs

�e biological nervous system exhibits direct interconnection between neurons,
where spikes stream through �xed length axons ensuing deterministic spike trans-
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fer latency and integrity of synaptic information. For biologically inspired SNN sys-
tems, the spike communication infrastructure should provide �xed spike transfer
latency to ensure integrity of information. Network on Chip (NoC) architectures
have been proposed as a promising solution for multi-core System on Chip (SoC)
systems [14] [15].�is section reviews related work on NoC based communication
architectures for hardware SNN systems.�is review focuses on the NoC architec-
tures which can provide QoS for latency management and are suitable as hardware
SNN interconnect.
Information in SNNs is contained within the timing of spikes. Hence the NoC

spike communication infrastructure should ideally support �xed latency spike
transfer in order to maintain the integrity of the encoded information. Computa-
tionally powerful hardware SNN architectures are characterised by thousands of
neurons and millions of synapses [16–23]. Hence, the NoC spike communication
infrastructure should supportmillions of virtual synaptic communication channels.
Localised multicast communication schemes closely resemble the connectivity
patterns typically observed in SNN application topologies and NoC architectures
supporting such connectivity patterns are especially suitable for hardware SNN
architectures [7]. Information distortion in SNN structures is directly proportional
to spike transfer latency jitter. For practical hardware SNN implementations, the
spike transfer latency can be longer than the minimum (or best case) latency,
though the latency jitter should be as low as possible.
A packet switched NoC architecture can provide suitable communication

infrastructure for hardware SNNs, o�ering scalable, parallel, distributed commu-
nication channels with �exible connection recon�gurability [7, 9, 24]. A NoC
architecture suitable for hardware SNNs should:

- maintain the integrity of information encoded within spike timings
- support a large number of virtual synaptic communication channels
- support connection topologies that closely resemble neural connectivity
patterns

In summary, the NoC architectures for hardware SNN architectures should provide
a large number of virtual synaptic communication channels and localisedmulticast
connectivity patterns, while o�ering low spike transfer latency jitter.

�e Æthereal NoC architecture [25], developed speci�cally for streaming me-
dia applications, combines both Guaranteed Services (GS) and Best E�ort (BE)
services in a single router design.�e architecture aims to o�er guaranteed ser-
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vices such as uncorrupted, lossless, ordered data delivery, guaranteed throughput
and bounded latency essential for real-time embedded multi-media applications.
×pipes [26], a scalable and high performance NoC architecture, consists of a library
of synthesisable so� macros to realise latency insensitive on-chip communica-
tion.�e router design is deeply pipelined and the NoC architecture is optimised
for high throughput and low latency. �e QNoC architecture [27] comprises a
two-dimensional planar mesh topology NoC with �xed shortest path multi-class
wormhole routing and provides statistical guarantees for packet communication.
�e QNoC architecture de�nes various service levels such as Real-Time Service
Level which guarantees bandwidth and latency essential for real-time applications,
such as streamed audio and video processing. SoCBUS [28], a circuit switched
NoC architecture uses the initial phase of resource reservation using setup and
acknowledge packets.�e system can provide throughput and latency guarantees
a�er successful channel setup.
Recent research indicates an increasing use of NoC architectures for hardware

SNN systems [7, 9, 24]. A generic recon�gurable neural network architecture using
a packet switched NoC communication infrastructure is reported in [24]. �e
architecture consists of a 2-D torus topology NoC, where each router serves four
neurons and o�ers monolithic connectivity. An FPGA-based mesh topology NoC,
using XY unicast routing for a clustered neural network, has been proposed in [29].
A unicast communication scheme is a limiting factor in large hardware neural
network implementations because of the large number of synaptic connections. A
theoretical and comparative analysis of interconnect architectures for hardware
SNN systems is reported in [7].�e paper argues the use of packet switched mesh
topologies over fat tree, point-to-point and shared bus topologies. Due to the
connectivity patterns observed in neural topologies, multicast communication
schemes outperform unicast and broadcast. A bu�erless ring topology NoC archi-
tecture has been proposed, which aims to achieve low packet transfer latency while
maintaining a small silicon footprint [30]. Although, the ring topologies o�er
deterministic hop count between nodes, the inherent connectivity pattern limits
its scalability, a�ecting the network performance [31]. However, ring topology
o�ers a simple and compact architecture suitable for hardware implementation.
�is paper presents an eight node ring topology interconnect with a �xed spike
transfer latency �ow control. �e proposed eight neural tile ring interconnect
integrates as an element within a mesh topology NoC forming a scalable, modular
hardware SNN architecture.
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5.3 Information Distortion in NoC-based Hardware
SNN Architectures

�is section analyses the synaptic information distortion in SNN structures due to
packet transfer latency jitter caused by the NoC communication infrastructure,
using clock cycle accurate simulation models and discusses impact of the noise
introduced by latency jitter on SNN applications.

5.3.1 Spiking Neural Network Information Coding

Understanding biological neuronal coding is one of the fundamental issues in
neuroscience. Traditional hypothesis suggests that the neural information is en-
coded in themean �ring rate of neurons, whereas experimental results on response
time of humans (for a number of senses) suggest that the neuronal information is
encoded in the relative timing between the spikes [2, 3, 32, 33]. Based on these �nd-
ings, information encoding in arti�cial SNN systems can be broadly categorised
in the following two categories:

1. Rate Coding technique is based on encoding the SNN information as the
‘mean �ring rate’ of neurons. Based on di�erent notions of the mean �r-
ing rate, this category is further subdivided in three averaging procedures,
namely Rate as a Spike Count, Rate as a Spike Density and Rate as a Popu-
lation Activity [34]. For practical SNN systems, rate coding encodes spike
count within a �xed time interval (or sampling time window as depicted
in �gure 5.3).�e time interval or sampling time of the SNN is o�en deter-
mined by the application response time and stimulus encoding resolution
requirements. Spike rate coding technique is a popular choice for embedded
applications due to its simplicity [8, 10, 11].

2. Temporal Coding technique encodes information based on the ‘precise
spike timings’. For practical SNN systems, this coding technique can be
implemented as Time to First Spike, Spike Phase Encoding and Spike Cor-
relation Encoding [33]. �e absence of a �xed sampling time reduces the
response time of this coding technique and speeds-up the application, but
the implementation complexity limits its use in practical SNN systems.

Variable spike transfer time between neurons distorts the information �owing
in SNNs employing either rate coding or temporal coding.�is paper presents an
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Figure 5.2: Mesh Topology NoC Packet Transfer Latency Variations (Mean and
standard deviation of latency is measured in terms of clock cycles)

elaborate analysis of spike latency variation on the information �owing in SNNs
employing rate coding. Due to the dependency on exact spike timings, temporal
coding is highly susceptible to spike latency variations.

5.3.2 Latency Jitter in�e EMBRACEMesh Topology NoC
Architecture

Variation in packet transfer latency resulting from the spike communication in-
terference introduced by the reported EMBRACE NoC architecture has been
modelled using EMBRACE-SysC clock cycle accurate SystemC simulation models
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[35].�e mean (µl) and standard deviation (σl) values for packet transfer latency
(l) are used to analyse the noise introduced in SNN structures by the latency
jitter. NoC paths with multiple hops (through a number of routers) are exercised
with a �xed rate spike packet stream.�e intermediate NoC routers are loaded
with additional spike packet tra�c to mimic tra�c conditions in hardware SNNs.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the packet transfer latency variations (µl and σl) simulated for
the multi-hop NoC paths under various tra�c density conditions (i.e. bandwidth
utilisation values of intermediate NoC routers).�e mean latency plot (�gure 5.2a)
illustrates slow variations in the packet latency, while the latency standard deviation
plot (�gure 5.2b) illustrates dispersion of the spike packets received at destination
neural tiles due to NoC tra�c conditions. A�er 100% bandwidth utilisation, the
intermediate NoC routers are unable to handle the tra�c and therefore drop spike
packets. �e rate of change of mean packet latency (µl) increases signi�cantly
a�er 100% NoC tra�c density.�e latency standard deviation (σl) increases and
saturates at 100% tra�c density conditions in the network.

5.3.3 Impact of Spike Latency Jitter on SNN Applications

�e packet switched NoC spike communication infrastructure cannot guarantee a
precise spike transfer time for a hardware SNN system comprising a large number
of virtual synaptic connections.�is makes it very di�cult to support temporal
coding.�e EMBRACE hardware SNN employs spike rate coding scheme, where
information is encoded as the number of spikes in a �xed Sampling Time Win-
dow (STW = 1ms).�is technique o�ers practical implementation by allowing
a sampling time window of a few milliseconds, required by real-life embedded
applications. Benchmark SNN control and classi�er applications (such as inverted
pendulum controller, two-input XOR and Wisconsin breast cancer dataset classi-
�er) have been successfully evolved on EMBRACE FPGA prototype using spike
rate coding [8, 10, 11].�e remainder of this section analyses the impact of spike
packet latency variations (due to the packet switched NoC) on information pro-
cessed in SNN structures using simulations.�e mean (µl) and standard deviation
(σl) values of spike packet transfer latency (l) shown in �gure 5.2 are used for the
analysis.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the distortion of information in a Leaky-Integrate-Fire

(LIF) neuron [3] due to NoC path spike transfer latency variations.�e spike rate
encoder generates a �xed Spike Rate (SR). Spikes traverse through the packet
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Figure 5.4: LIF Neuron Output Spike Rate Deviation due to Latency Jitter (Spike
rate deviation ∆SR is measured as the di�erence in number of spikes within a
STW of 1ms. Constant Synaptic Weight SynWt = 3.5)

switched NoC before reaching the neuron synaptic input. Due to the NoC path
Spike packet Transfer Latency (STL) variation (µl , σl), the source spike rate SR
deviates to ∆SR at the input of the LIF neuron.�e input spikes update the neuron
membrane potential by the associated synaptic weight (SynWt).�us, the altered
input spike rate (∆SR) translates into the neuron membrane potential variation,
resulting in additional error in the neuron output spike rate (∆SR′). Figure 5.4
illustrates the LIF neuron output spike rate deviation due to input NoC path spike
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Figure 5.5: Spike Rate Deviation (∆SR) due to Latency Jitter and Synaptic Weight
(Constant Latency Jitter µ = 15)(Spike rate deviation ∆SR is measured as the
di�erence in number of spikes within a STW of 1ms)

transfer latency jitter. An input spike event on a large synaptic weight alters the
neuron membrane potential signi�cantly and thus has a larger e�ect on the output
spike rate changes due to jitter.�e experiment highlights e�ect of NoC packet
latency jitter on the SNN information distortion. A similar setup is used for analysis
of the impact of latency jitter on SNN information in next set of experiments.
Both excitatory (positive) and inhibitory (negative) synaptic weight values

a�ect the output spike rate of a LIF neuron due to input spike rate variations.
Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of LIF neuron output spike rate deviation (∆SR)
due to the input spike rate jitter and the excitatory/inhibitory synapticweight values.
Since the threshold potential of a LIF neuron can only be positive, large inhibitory
synaptic weight values dampen the output spike rate signi�cantly, resulting in a
large variation in the output spike rate due to input spike rate jitter. Similarly, large
excitatory synaptic weight values cause immediate �ring of the neuron resulting
in signi�cant spike rate deviation.
Each synaptic input experiencing spike rate jitter contributes to output spike

rate deviation (proportional to the associated synaptic weight). Multiple synaptic
inputs of a LIF neuron have a combined e�ect on the output spike rate. Figure 5.6a
shows the SystemC simulation setup used to measure the output spike rate error of
a LIF neuron due to multiple synaptic inputs with associated spike transfer latency
jitter. Figure 5.6b shows the output spike rate error of a LIF neuron for a range of
spike latency jitter values on multiple synaptic inputs.�e output spike rate error
of a LIF neuron is directly proportional to latency jitter (σl). Low jitter values have
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Figure 5.6: LIF Neuron Multiple Synaptic Paths Jitter (Spike rate SR is measured
as number of spike in a STW of 1ms)

negligible e�ect on the output spike rate, since the multiple input spike events
cancel the minor variations in membrane potential. As the jitter increases, the
changes in membrane potential are signi�cant and have a large impact on output
spike rate.
SNN application topologies consists of multiple feed-forward and feed-back

(recurrent) neuron layers. Figure 5.7a shows the SystemC simulation setup used
to measure the spike rate error due to cascaded layers in a feed-forward SNN
topology. Figure 5.7b illustrates the spike rate error in a multi-layer feed-forward
SNN topology. Latency jitter has a cascading e�ect on the spike error rate in
multi-layered SNN structures for various jitter values (µl , σl). As the information
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Figure 5.7: Spike Rate Error Propagation in SNN Layers (Spike rate SR is measured
as number of spike in a STW of 1ms)

is processed in each SNN layer, the corresponding spike rate is altered due to spike
transfer latency jitter. In some cases, the e�ect of large spike transfer latency is
marginally cancelled by low spike transfer latency in the next layer.�is can be
seen as a slight reduction in the spike rate error in the third layer in �gure 5.7.
Adaptive properties of SNNs are evident from the negligible spike rate error

observed at low jitter values. However, large latency jitter observed at high network
tra�c in the NoC distorts the SNN information considerably. �is behaviour,
illustrated in �gures 5.4, 5.6 and 5.7, shows the tra�c dependent behaviour of
the SNN structure within the NoC based hardware SNN architectures and can
result in erroneous application behaviour. Practical SNN systems use spike rates
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that are much lower than the system clock frequency. Assuming that the SNN
application spike rate encoding requirement is 1024 spikes in a STW of 1ms, the
maximum spike injection rate is one spike in 196 clock cycles for the system clock
frequency of 200Mhz [8] [11]. Also, increasing the system clock frequency results
in slower spike rates for the given encoding resolution.�ese properties of the SNN
application spike tra�c can be used to design a �xed latency spike communication
infrastructure.

5.4 Ring Topology Interconnect Architecture

Fixed spike transfer latency interconnect supporting a large number of virtual
synaptic connections is the key for accurate and reliable operation of applications
executing on packet switchedNoC-based hardware SNNarchitectures.�is section
presents the proposed ring topology interconnect architecture for hardware SNNs.
Spike packet �ow control of the proposed NoC architecture, supporting �xed
spike transfer latency is discussed.�e section also presents the detailed micro-
architecture of the proposed ring router.

5.4.1 Fixed Latency Spike Flow-Control

�e essential elements for designing a �xed latency, packet switched spike commu-
nication interconnect are:

- connection topology o�ering �xed packet transfer latency between the
source-destination nodes [31]
- deterministic packet transmission and reception scheduling in the source
and destination routers respectively

Network topologies with appropriate �ow control schemes exhibiting these proper-
ties, can o�er �xed packet transfer latency. Extending this �ow control to support
broadcasting can e�ciently support the bandwidth requirements of localised, high
density synaptic connections observed in modular hardware SNNs.�is section
describes a ring topology with unidirectional, broadcast packet �ow control to
achieve �xed spike transfer latency.�e unidirectional ring topology o�ers simple
and compact router design and allows simpli�ed placement on the silicon die.
Other network topologies such as star, mesh and torus (with minimal routing) can
also be used with suitable modi�cations in the proposed �xed latency �ow control.
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�e �ow control of the proposed ring topology interconnect treats each spike
event timing separately, maintaining the clock cycle count of the spike event
occurrence.�e recorded spike event clock cycle count is preserved throughout
the spike packet �ow control. At the destination ring router, the spike event
occurrence clock cycle count is used to send out the spike at the precise clock cycle
(with respect to spike event occurrence) o�ering �xed spike transfer latency and
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maintaining the integrity of the SNN information �ow.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the proposed ring topology interconnect (in an eight

node con�guration) with unidirectional packet �ow control for hardware modular
SNN architectures.�e proposed interconnect comprises routers connected in the
unidirectional ring topology, where each router receives a spike packet from the
previous router and sends a spike packet to the next router.�e MNTs interface
with ring routers for spike communication. Each router bu�ers the spike events
generated by the attached MNT and encodes them into spike packets. Generated
spike packets are processed and forwarded to the next router in a single clock cycle.
Full rotation of the spike packet on the ring ensures broadcast packet �ow control.
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�e full Rotation Cycle (RC) of the ring (i.e. the number of clock cycles required for
a generated packet to traverse all the ring routers and arrive at the source router)
is equal to the number of nodes in the ring (RC = R).

�e ring interconnect operates in two phases; namely the Insert Phase (IP) and
Forward Phase (FP). Figure 5.9 illustrates the sequencing of insert and forward
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phases of the ring, based on the clock cycle count.�e ring operates in the insert
phase for every natural number multiple of the number of ring nodes (n = NR).
For all remaining clock cycles (n ≠ NR), the ring operates in the forward phase.
�us, the rotation cycle consists of one insert phase and R− 1 forward phases. Phase
synchronisation of the ring is maintained by the global Rotation and Phase Counter.
�e phase counter maintains the clock cycle count and controls the ring operation
phase. For both phases, the packet received by the router from the previous router
is processed to retrieve the spike information. During an insert phase, the router
outputs a new spike packet to the next router in the ring. During a forward phase,
the received packet is forwarded to the next router in the ring.
Figure 5.10 illustrates the spike �ow control implemented on the proposed ring

topology interconnect.�e ring router uses a round-robin scheduling policy for
transmitting spike packets corresponding to spike inputs (SpikeIn[0∶15]). A new
spike packet is generated during each insert phase. To serve the 16 spike inputs
(from the attached MNT), the ring router requires 16RC clock cycles (i.e. 128 clock
cycles for an eight node ring con�guration).�is is de�ned as the full Operating
Cycle (OC) of the ring. Each router maintains a timestamp counter which counts
the clock cycles within an operating cycle. A valid spike event on a spike input
(SpikeInx) is timestamped and bu�ered in the corresponding Timestamp Register
(TSRx). During an insert phase, the TSRx value (selected by the round-robin
sequence) is encoded in a new spike packet for the spike input x, and is forwarded
to the next router in the ring.
Each ring router decodes the input spike packets and bu�ers the spike events

for processing at precise clock cycle based on the timestamp value. On receipt,
the timestamp value in the spike packet is incremented by the rotation count
to account for the packet transfer latency between the corresponding source-
destination router pair.�e spike event is then bu�ered in the Time Slot Registers
(TSLR) on the resulting timestamp value. A timeslot counter counting the clock
cycles within the operating cycle is used to select and process spike events from
the TSLRs.�e TSLRs contain 128 registers for the eight node ring con�guration
(16RC registers), each corresponding to a time slot in the ring operating cycle.�e
spike events bu�ered in TSLRs are delivered during the next operating cycle.�us
the spike generated at tin = T in the source router, is delivered at tout = OC +T + y.
�us the �ow control o�ers �xed spike transfer latency of one operating cycle and
the source-destination hop count (OC + y) for input spikes rates of ISI ≥ OC
(where ISI is inter spike interval in number of clock cycles.
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5.4.2 Ring Router Micro-Architecture Organisation

�e ring routers facilitate spike communication between the MNTs in the ring.
Figure 5.11 illustrates the ring router and MNT interface.�e ring router packet
sender subsystem bu�ers the spikes generated by the attached MNT and inserts
spike packets on the ring. �e ring router packet receiver subsystem decodes
and bu�ers the received spike information and sends the spikes to the attached
MNT. Figure 5.12 illustrates the micro-architecture organisation of the proposed
ring router RTL design, comprising (a) Packet Sender and (b) Packet Receiver
subsystems.

a) Packet Sender:�e phase input (RPhase), determines the operating phase
of the ring router. During a forward phase, the packet multiplexer selects
the input packet from the previous router. During an insert phase, a new
spike packet generated by the router is selected.�e selected spike packet is
bu�ered in the packet register and passed to the next router in the ring. On
receiving a valid spike on the spike input (SpikeInx), the current timestamp
counter value is stored in the corresponding Timestamp Register (TSRx)
along with a valid bit. �e packet sender uses a round-robin policy for
transmitting the output spike packet for spike inputs (SpikeIn[0∶15]). �e
SpikeIn Select Counter is incremented during each insert phase and a new
spike packet comprising the Packet Valid, Spike Timestamp and Source
Spike Number is generated. Figure 5.13 illustrates the packet structure for
the proposed ring interconnect.

b) Packet Receiver:�e packet receiver subsystem decodes and bu�ers valid
input spike packets (PacketVal = ‘1’) and forwards the output spike pulse
along with synapse number to the MNT.�e Spike Timestamp (SpikeTS),
the Rotation Count (RCount) and the router number (RRn) present in each
router are used to calculate the resulting timeslot for the output spike pulse.
�e rollover adder increments the timestamp value by the rotation count
value. If the result is larger than the maximum number of timeslots in the
operating cycle, the sum is rolled over to the next operating cycle. �e
rollover adder output selects the Timeslot Register (TSLR) for storing the
SpikeIn Number (SpikeInNum) from the input spike packet, source router
number (calculated from destination router number and RCount), and
asserts the Busy bit. If the selected TSLR is already occupied (Busy = ‘1’), the
SpikeInNum and source router number values are pushed into the FIFO.
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�e Timeslot Counter continuously counts clock cycles within the operating
cycle and keeps track of the current time slot.�e timeslot count is used
to select the TSLR and retrieve the SpikeInNum and source router number.
If the selected TSLR is empty (Busy = ‘0’), the next available entry from
the FIFO is retrieved.�e SynapseNum is computed by concatenating the
source router number and SpikeInNum, and is sent to the attached MNT
along with a generated spike pulse (SpikeOut).

Multiple spike events that are destined for the same TSLR are bu�ered in the
FIFO for delivery during vacant time slots, which are indicated by an empty TSLR.
�is untimed delivery of spikes results in variable spike transfer latency. As the
spike rates for practical SNN applications is considerably lower than the worst case
spiking rates, the probability of the TSLR collisions is low.

5.5 Results and Discussion

�e proposed ring topology interconnect has been modelled as a clock-cycle accu-
rate model in SystemC. Performance of the ring architecture has been measured
using EMBRACE-SysC design exploration framework for hardware SNN architec-
tures [35].�is section presents spike transfer latency and hardware implementa-
tion results for the proposed ring interconnect. Scalability of the proposed ring
interconnect has been addressed by employing a hierarchical NoC architecture.

5.5.1 Ring Topology Interconnect Spike Transfer Latency
Performance

Performance of the proposed ring topology interconnect has been evaluated using
worst case spike tra�c observed in SNN applications [8] [11].�e measurement
setup uses spike rate encoders (instead of MNTs as shown in �gure 5.8) feeding
constant spike streams to each router in the ring. Each spike rate encoder has 16
spike outputs connected to the spike inputs (SpikeIn[0∶15]) of the corresponding
ring router.�e frequency of spikes on each of the spike inputs (SpikeInx) is 1

ISI ;
where ISI is Inter Spike Interval in clock cycles. Each ring router can receive a spike
every ISImin/16 clock cycles from the attachedMNT, resulting in amaximum spike
rate of 16F/ISImin = 25 × 106 spikes per second (where system clock frequency F
= 200Mhz and ISImin = 128 clock cycles). Overall the ring generates, transfers
and consumes (16FNR)/ISImin = 200 × 106 spikes per second.�e proposed ring
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Table 5.1: Mean Spike Transfer Latency (µl) for Multiple Hop Spike Tra�c on
the Proposed Ring Topology Interconnect

Full Ring
Inter Spike Rotation
Interval 1-Hop 2-Hop 3-Hop 4-Hop 5-Hop 6-Hop 7-Hop 8-Hop

2048 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 128
1024 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 128
512 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 128
256 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 128
128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 128
96 204.87 205.87 206.87 207.87 208.87 209.87 210.87 203.87
64 269.80 270.80 271.80 272.80 273.80 274.80 275.80 268.80
32 327.45 328.45 329.45 330.45 331.45 332.45 333.45 326.45

Inter Spike Interval (ISI) is speci�ed in clock cycles between consecutive spikes and the
spike transfer latency is measured in clock cycles.
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Figure 5.14: Ring Topology Interconnect Spike Loss Rate

interconnect supports high spike density communication, with each ring router
able to deliver a spike on every clock cycle.�e previously reported EMBRACE
mesh topology NoC employing unicast �ow control scheme cannot o�er such
performance.
Table 5.1 illustrates the mean spike transfer latency (µl) for multi-hop spike

tra�c on the proposed ring topology interconnect in an eight node con�guration.
�e interconnect o�ers �xed latency for ISI ≥ OC. As the spike rate reaches its
upper limit (ISI < OC), the generated spike events are overwritten on TSRs (in the
packet sender subsystem within the source ring router), resulting in loss of spikes.
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Figure 5.15: Ring Topology Interconnect Spike Transfer Latency Variations (Inter
spike interval is speci�ed in clock cycles between consecutive spikes. Mean and
standard deviation of latency is measured in terms of clock cycles)

Table 5.2: Neuron Density, Spike Injection Rate and Maximum Number of Spikes
in a Sampling Time Window (STW) of 1ms, for Various Ring Sizes

Ring Size Neurons Synapses Minimum ISI Maximum Spikes
(in Clock Cycles) (in a STW)

4 128 5K 64 3125
8 256 18K 128 1562
16 512 68K 256 781
32 1024 264K 512 390
64 2048 1040K 1024 195
128 4096 4128K 2048 97
256 8192 16448K 4096 48
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Table 5.3: Ring Topology Interconnect Synthesis Results (Clock Frequency:
200Mhz)

ASIC Synthesis FPGA Synthesis
(65nm Low-Power CMOS) (Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA)

Ring Ring NoC Ring Router Ring NoC Ring Router
Size Area (in µm2) Area (in µm2) Slices Slices Slice Registers

4 40580 10136 1060 265 581
8 157700 19707 5202 650 1175
16 642555 40145 24010 1212 2486
32 2723136 85099 NA 2970 5322

Figure 5.14 illustrates the increase in spike loss due to the increase in input spike
rate. Also, as the spike rate exceeds the upper limit (ISI < OC), the probability
of received spike events destined for the same time slot increases, resulting in
collisions on the destination TSLRs. �e packet receiver subsystem within the
destination ring router bu�ers these spike events (causing collisions on the TSLR)
in a FIFO. Due to the unavailability of time slots and untimed delivery of spike
events from the FIFO, the spike transfer latency variations increase considerably.
Figure 5.15 illustrates the spike transfer latency variations (µl and σl) measured for
the 4-hop spike tra�c on the proposed ring topology interconnect. For ISI < 128
(i.e. the operating cycle of the eight node ring), the spike transfer latency mean
and standard deviation (µl and σl) increase signi�cantly.

�e operating cycle (OC = RSpikeInn) of the ring imposes a limit on the
maximum spike rate supported (for spike inputs), for the �xed spike transfer
latency operation of the proposed ring interconnect.�e maximum number of
spikes for a sampling time window3 of 1ms for various ring sizes is depicted in table
5.2 (Highlighted values represent the selected ring size of eight nodes). A large
number of spikes within a STW allows higher resolution for spike rate encoding
in a SNN application setup (�gure 5.3).

5.5.2 Hardware Implementation

�e proposed ring interconnect has been implemented as a con�gurable design in
VHDL. A number of ring con�gurations have been synthesised to Xilinx Virtex

3Choice of sampling window time is primarily in�uenced by the response time requirements
of the application.
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6 FPGA (to validate the RTL design) and 65nm low-power CMOS technology
from STMicroelectronics for silicon area results. Table 5.3 shows the hardware
synthesis results for the proposed ring topology interconnect. ASIC synthesis has
been performed using Synopsys Design Compiler 2009-sp5 and FPGA synthesis
using Xilinx XST 14.4.

�e ring router architecture is primarily organised around timestamp and
time slot registers, which are integral parts of the packet sender and receiver
subsystems.�e number of timestamp registers is determined by the number of
spike inputs, and the register width is de�ned by the operating cycle.�e number
of time slot registers is determined by the operating cycle, and the register width
is de�ned by the operating cycle and the number of synapses in the ring. As the
ring dimension scales, the number of synapses increases quadratically and similar
change is observed in the silicon footprint of the ring router and the complete
interconnect. In FPGA synthesis, the TSR and TSLR registers are mapped to slice
registers resulting in a proportional increase in slice register count and associated
control logic mapped onto the slices.

�e previously reported EMBRACE mesh topology NoC uses unicast packet
�ow control for the synaptic connections between MNTs.�e architecture em-
ployed SNN topology memory for storing the spike packet information for the
large number of synaptic connections.�e topology memory within each MNT
occupies 50% of the silicon area [11].�e proposed ring interconnect employs spike
broadcast �ow control, where the weight values for unwanted synaptic connections
are set to zero in the neuron con�guration.�is results in a signi�cant reduction
in the silicon footprint of the architecture.

�e rotation and phase counter is replicated in each ring router to facilitate
scalable hardware implementation of the interconnect. For simplicity, the rotation
and phase counter is shown as a central unit in �gure 5.8.

5.5.3 Scalability for Large SNN Arrays

Practical SNN systems are characterised by a large numbers of neurons and high
interconnectivity through inter-neuron synaptic connections. Each of the SNN
execution architectures presented in [16–23] aims for thousands of neurons and
millions of synapses, which is essential for a powerful neural computing platform.
Hence, scalability is an important aspect of interconnect design for hardware SNN
architectures.
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Figure 5.16: Hierarchical Modular SNN Architecture Comprising Ring Topology
Interconnects within Mesh Topology NoC

�e spike �ow control of the proposed ring topology interconnect relies on
the ring size and number of spike inputs. Scaling the ring interconnect results in
a quadratic increase in the synaptic density, but also increases the spike transfer
latency. Scaling also adversely a�ects the spike rate encoding resolution (Table 5.2).
Based on the supported synaptic density, spike rate resolution (which is suitable
for practical SNN applications) and silicon area requirements, an optimal sized
eight node ring interconnect with MNTs has been designed as the Ring Tile (Table
5.2).
Research shows that real world biological networks exhibit high communi-

cation locality [36, 37].�e modular organisation in the human brain has been
the motivation for the MNN design strategy, which suggests partitioning of ap-
plication tasks into a number of subtasks [38–40]. Based on these factors, the
proposed interconnect architecture can be scaled by replicating individual ring
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Table 5.4: Hierarchical Modular SNN Architecture FPGA Synthesis Results (Xilinx
Virtex-6)

RTL Entity Slices Slice Registers DSP48E1 BRAM

Neuron 8 16 1 0
Modular Neural Tile 313 1705 32 0
Interface Tile 490 656 0 16
Ring Router 617 1175 0 1
Ring Tile 7693 22004 224 24
Mesh NoC Router 133 35 0 0

tiles connected in a mesh topology NoC architecture.�e individual ring tile is
made up of the ring topology interconnect of seven MNTs and one interface tile.
�e mesh topology NoC router bandwidth utilisation drops considerably as most
of the localised, high density spike tra�c is contained within the ring.�is results
in low spike packet latency jitter for inter ring tile spike communication.
Figure 5.16 illustrates the architecture of the proposed hierarchical modular

hardware SNN.�e proposed hierarchical, modular hardware SNN in a two ring
tile con�guration comprises 448 neurons, 32K synapses and has been synthesised
on Xilinx Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T FPGA device and the FPGA synthesis results
are presented in table 5.4.

5.6 Conclusions

Spike transfer latency jitter in previously reported EMBRACE mesh topology
NoC architecture for hardware SNNs has been quanti�ed and presented as mean
and standard deviation of latency over synaptic paths.�e mean latency changes
represent slow variations in latency, whereas the standard deviation represents
latency jitter.�e latency jitter in XY routing based mesh topology NoC increases
with the network tra�c and can a�ect the SNN application behaviour.

�is paper analysed the e�ects of NoC latency jitter on the information in
SNN structures.�e LIF neuron output spike rate is dependent on the input spike
rate, synaptic weight and associated latency jitter on the input synaptic path.�e
analysis shows that the LIF neuron output spike rate error is directly proportional
to input spike latency jitter. Large inhibitory synaptic weight values have a bigger
impact on the LIF neuron output spike rate, due to the associated jitter as compared
to excitatory synaptic weight values.�e synaptic weight integration within an
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LIF neuron cancels the minor variations (low jitter) on the multiple synaptic
inputs, but the high jitter results in a steep increase in the neuron output spike rate
error.�e SNN information error increases due to the latency jitter in NoC, as the
information is processed in cascaded SNN layers connected via NoC.
A ring topology interconnect o�ering a �xed spike transfer latency �ow control

has been presented.�e proposed ring interconnect supports high spike density
communication. �e spike transfer latency is proportional to the ring size and
number of spike inputs to each ring router.�e proposed eight node ring con�g-
uration o�ers a �xed latency of 128-135 clock cycles between the ring nodes for
ISI ≥ 128 clock cycles.�e �xed latency o�ered by the proposed ring interconnect
makes the architecture suitable for employing temporal coding in SNN applica-
tions. Scaling the ring interconnect increases the number of synaptic connections
quadratically, but also results in proportional increase in spike event bu�er size.
�e ring sizes with more than eight nodes have been found to be unsuitable for
applications with response time requirement of few milliseconds, due to spike rate
coding constraints and limited resolution. A hierarchical, modular hardware SNN
architecture comprising ring tiles integrated in a mesh topology NoC has been
presented as a scalable SNN computing platform.
Future work includes validation of the proposed hierarchical hardware modu-

lar SNN architecture using real-life modular SNN applications. A modular robotic
navigational controller application comprising multiple application subtasks run-
ning on MNTs within the ring topology interconnect is in development. �e
suitability of the proposed architecture as a hardware platform for real-life cogni-
tive embedded applications will be analysed by measuring the application accuracy
and reliability.
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CHAPTER 6
Application Prototyping for

EMBRACE Hardware Modular
Spiking Neural Network

Architecture

�is work is under review for publication in the Neural Computing and Applications journal.

Preamble

�is chapter details application prototyping for the EMBRACE hardware modular
Spiking Neural Network (SNN) FPGA prototype implementation.
E�cient implementation and training of large scale embedded applications on

hardware SNN architectures poses a serious challenge due to the lack of appropriate
application design methodologies.�e SNN application design problem can be
subdivided into the following categories:

○ Application speci�c SNN topology design
○ SNN information coding to insure appropriate application response time
○ Dynamic application behaviour for unaccounted input scenarios
○ SNN training algorithm for a range of real-world application classes

�e chapter summarises reported EMBRACE FPGA prototype comprising
Modular Neural Tiles (MNTs) and hierarchical Network on Chip (NoC) architec-
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ture.�e chapter presents GA-based SNN application evolution platform including
tightly integrated robotics simulator.

�is chapter addresses the application design problem by partitioning the
robotic navigational controller application based on the functional aspects and
sensory inputs.�e detailed design of the application subtasks as medium grained
SNN application functions is presented.

�e chapter addresses the large scale SNN application training through suc-
cessful evolution of the application subtasks and the complete robotic navigational
controller application on the EMBRACE FPGA prototype.�e proposed modular
SNN evolution is compared with monolithic SNN evolution for a range of applica-
tion complexities.�e chapter highlights the reduction in evolution complexity
and the SNN training speedup using the presented modular application design
methodology.
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Application Prototyping for
EMBRACE Hardware Modular

Spiking Neural Network
Architecture
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Abstract: Hardware modular Spiking Neural Network (SNN) architectures have been
recently proposed as embedded computing platforms. In addition to real-life embedded appli-
cations such as classi�cation, estimation, prediction and signal processing, these architectures
are well suited for robotic control applications.�e inherent non-algorithmic nature of these
applications poses a challenge for their implementation on hardware SNN architectures.�e
Subsumption architecture, a layered application organisation partitions the overall behavioral
robotic application into layers of control modules, where higher level layers subsume the
roles of lower layer functions. A Modular Neural Network (MNN) execution architecture
comprises interconnected neural computation modules that are capable of executing various
control layers of the behavioural application.

�is paper presents a modular SNN application prototyping technique for the reported
EMBRACE modular hardware SNN architecture comprisning neural tiles interconnected
using ring topology Network on Chip interconnect. �e paper presents a robotic navigational
controller SNN application decomposed into obstacle avoidance controller and speed and
direction manager application subtasks that are evolved separately and integrated using an
integration module. Results indicate fast application evolution through stepwise knowledge in-
tegration and simpli�ed SNN training.�e paper presents validation results of the application
on the EMBRACE FPGA architecture prototype.
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6.1 Introduction

Conventional computing paradigms are suitable for applications comprising a se-
ries of well-de�ned calculations. Traditional computing techniques have a number
of limitations when applied to real-world embedded applications, which are o�en
characterised by the contradicting functional requirements in unexplored data
and application scenarios resulting in the lack of an exact computational algorithm.
Biologically inspired arti�cial neural network computing techniquesmimic the key
functions of the human brain and have the potential to o�er smart and adaptive so-
lutions for complex real world problems [1].�e organic nervous system includes
a dense and complex interconnection of neurons and synapses, where each neuron
connects to thousands of other neurons through synaptic connections. Computing
systems based on Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) emulate real biological neural
networks, conveying information through the communication of short transient
pulses (spikes) via synaptic connections between neurons [2, 3].
Embedded systems based on hardware SNNs o�er elegant solutions as low-

power and scalable embedded computing elements, characterised with rich non-
linear dynamics. Hardware SNNs are suited to real-life applications including
data/pattern classi�cation, estimation, prediction, dynamic/non-linear control and
signal processing [4, 5].�e authors have investigated and proposed EMBRACE1

as an embedded computing architecture for the implementation of large scale
SNNs [6–8]. EMBRACE comprises Modular Neural Tiles (MNTs) interconnected
using a hierarchical Network on Chip (NoC) communication infrastructure [9].
EMBRACEuses aGenetic Algorithm (GA) based SNNevolution and con�guration
platform that con�gures the SNN synaptic weights and neuron threshold potentials
and evolves the desired functionality by searching the correct SNN con�guration.
�e authors have successfully applied the EMBRACE hardware SNN system to a
number of benchmark data classi�cation and control applications such as XOR
data classi�er, inverted pendulum controller, Wisconsin breast cancer dataset
classi�er and robotic controllers [7, 8, 10].
Solutions for real-world applications o�en lack deterministic algorithms.�e

inherent fuzzy nature of these applications poses a serious challenge for their
implementation on hardware SNN architectures. Although, the GA based search
technique o�ers a simple way of prototyping applications on hardware SNN plat-
forms, the technique has a number of limitations including poor scalability and

1EMulating Biologically-inspiRed ArChitectures in hardwarE
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Figure 6.1: Robotic Controller Evolution Setup

search space explosion which restricts its use for evolution of complex SNN ap-
plications.�ese problems can be mitigated using the classic divide and conquer
technique, by de�ning the overall behaviour as less complex orthogonal functions.
A widely popular, layered application organisation for behavioral robots has been
proposed in the Subsumption Architecture [11], which partitions overall functional-
ity into layers of control modules, where higher level layers can subsume the roles
of lower layer functions.

�is paper presents a rapid application prototyping technique for the EM-
BRACE hardware SNN architecture using the subsumption architecture based
modular application partitioning technique.�is mitigates the problems associ-
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ated with GA based SNN evolution for complex real-world embedded applications.
�e technique has been applied to a robotic navigational controller application
which directs the robot on a pre-determined route in a two-dimensional environ-
ment containing obstacles.�e multifunctional robotic navigational controller
application has been decomposed into the Obstacle Avoidance Controller (OAC)
and the Speed and Direction Manager (SDM) application subtasks. �e OAC
subtask uses sensory inputs for controlling the robot movement for obstacle avoid-
ance while the SDM subtask manoeuvres the robot towards the target location.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the robotic controller application evolution setup compris-
ing the reported EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture FPGA prototype [8] [9]
interfaced with the player-stage robotics simulator [12] and GA based hardware
SNN evolution platform.�e individual application subtasks (OAC and SDM) are
evolved separately.�e overall robotic behaviour is elaborated by combining the
OAC and SDM output in the Integration Module (INT).

�e paper presents the robotic navigational controller modular application
design including SNN application topology, GA �tness criteria and application
evolution. Results illustrate that the modular evolution of the application reduces
the SNN con�guration search space and complexity (for GA based SNN evolution),
o�ering rapid prototyping of complex applications on the hardware SNN platform.
�e modular application design approach o�ers simpli�ed SNN training and
faster application evolution compared to the monolithic application evolution.
�e monolithic application evolution uses the overall application functionality as
‘�tness criteria’ during the GA based SNN evolution.

�e structure of the paper is as follows: Section 6.2 reviews the MNN com-
puting paradigm, hardware neural network execution architectures, modular
application design and SNN training challenges. Section 6.3 presents the EM-
BRACE hardware SNN architecture (comprising MNTs interconnected using ring
topology NoC) and FPGA prototype implementation. Section 6.4 presents the
modular robotic navigational controller application design and compares it with
the monolithic application evolution. Section 6.5 concludes the paper.

6.2 RelatedWork

�is section reviews the Modular Neural Network (MNN) computing paradigm
and discusses the MNN application design and execution architectures. SNN train-
ing techniques are reviewed to highlight their suitability for rapid SNN application
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prototyping on hardware SNN architectures.

6.2.1 Modular Neural Network Computing Paradigm

�e biological brain is composed of several anatomically and functionally discrete
areas which process various sensory and motor tasks, and di�erent aspects of
information [13–15].�is modular organisation observed in the brain has been
the inspiration behind the MNN computing paradigm [16].�e MNN comput-
ing paradigm is primarily based on the divide-and-conquer strategy.�e MNN
design strategy proposes partitioning of application into a number of subtasks
executing distinctly on neural modules [16–18]. Figure 6.2 illustrates MNN appli-
cation organisation, where task decomposition of the high level application leads to
smaller, less complex and manageable subtasks which are solved by individual and
distinct neural modules.�e intermediate outputs from these neural modules are
combined to solve the high level task or the complete application [1, 19].

MNNApplication Design

Application design forMNN systems primarily involvesTask Decomposition to �nd
the correct set of application subtasks in order to achieve the overall application
behaviour. Various task decomposition algorithms based on di�erent techniques
such as output vector partitioning, class relationships, neuro-evolutionary and
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co-evolutionary methods have been proposed for MNN design strategy [20–24].
Subtasks or subnetworks obtained a�er task decomposition are executed in neural
modules within an MNN computing architecture. Genetic algorithm based tech-
niques have been applied to �nd subnetworks from large sized complex neural
networks [25]. Networks for practical applications are observed to have clustered
organisation and can map e�ciently onto MNN execution architectures [26].
MNNs have been shown to outperform monolithic neural networks in terms of
training time and data classi�cation accuracy [27].

�e MNN approach o�ers reduced training time, improved operation accu-
racy, structured implementation, functional partition, functional mapping and
re-mapping, potentially competitive and co-operative mode of operation and fault
tolerance [17]. A survey of MNN application designs is presented in [17, 18].�e
Subsumption Architecture is a widely in�uential computing paradigm for reac-
tive, behaviour-based autonomous robotic control applications.�e subsumption
architecture has been developed based on the MNN design concepts [11].

MNN Execution Architectures

Task decomposition of an application leads to two types of subtasks; namely the
Application Subtasks (discrete functional subtasks) and the Integration Subtasks.
�e application subtasks operate on individual anddistinct system inputs to provide
intermediate outputs.�e integration subtasks integrate the intermediate outputs
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from the application subtasks to generate the overall system output. Both the
application and integration subtasks are similar in terms of input/output interface
and computational requirements. Figure 6.3 illustrates a typical MNN execution
architecture comprising individual neural modules interconnected by a global
communication infrastructure. Each neural module includes a group of neurons
interconnected using an internal communication infrastructure and has multiple
inputs and/ormultiple outputs.�e global (external inter-module) communication
infrastructure provides connectivity between the individual neural modules [1, 19].

6.2.2 Spiking Neural Network Training Challenges

SNN training process involves iterative adjustment of the SNN con�guration
(synaptic weights, threshold potential and/or network topology) to achieve the
desired application behaviour. �e neural network training algorithms can be
broadly classi�ed as:

○ Unsupervised Training Algorithms:�ese training algorithms attempt to
�nd the hidden structures within the input data patterns. �e technique
relies on tuning the neural network to statistical regularities of the input
data, such that the neural network correctly responds to these data patterns.

Hebbian learning suggests strengthening of the synaptic weight wi j between
neurons i and j, whenever both neurons �re simultaneously [28]. Heb-
bian learning leads to recon�guration of SNN and results in emergence of
new functions, such as pattern recognition and associative memories [29].
�e probability of a neuron �ring based on the pre-synaptic spike timing
is termed as Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP). STDP based un-
supervised SNN training techniques have been e�ective for data/pattern
classi�cation, pattern recognition and associative memories [30–35].

○ Supervised Training Algorithms:�ese algorithms are primarily charac-
terised by the iterative adjustment of the neural network con�guration based
on feedback from a training data set. Back-Propagation and Spike-Prop
SNN training algorithms are the most popular neural network supervised
training algorithms [36, 37].

Supervised Hebbian Learning (SHL) o�ers a biologically realistic imple-
mentation of Hebbian learning rules. SHL employs an additional ‘teaching’
signal that reinforces the post-synaptic neuron to �re at the target times and
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to remain inactive otherwise. Detailed analysis of SHL for spiking neurons
is presented in [38] [39].

○ Reinforcement Training Algorithms: �ese algorithms tune the neural
network con�gurations to achieve a predetermined goal, while interacting
with the environment.�e online neural network con�guration exploration
technique relies on rewarding the performance improving con�gurations
and avoiding the performance deteriorating con�guration [40–45].�ese
algorithms have enormous potential due to their high biological plausibility.

○ Evolutionary Training Algorithms: Evolutionary methods have been suc-
cessfully applied for SNN training and evolution of robotic applications
[46, 47]. GA based SNN evolution is a supervised SNN training method
that maintains a population of SNN con�gurations and uses nature inspired
evolutionary techniques (comprising selection, crossover and mutation) to
�nd a correct set of SNN con�guration by evaluating the desired behaviour
or ‘�tness’ of the individual SNN con�gurations. �e technique neither
requires any information about the application domain, nor imposes ar-
chitectural constraints or any additional training speci�c elements in the
neural computation components resulting in compact architecture [48].�e
technique o�ers an easy and fast way to prototype applications on hardware
SNNs.

However, the GA based SNN evolution do not scale well for large multifunc-
tional applications having complex �tness landscape.�e search space for
the binary coded, integer valued, n bit SNN con�guration is 2n. Increase in
the SNN size (number of neurons and synapses) increases the GA search
space and complexity by the order of O(2n).�e technique also requires
large amount of memory for storage of SNN con�gurations and results in
slower operation due to iterative nature of SNN con�guration evaluation.
�ese shortcomings limit its use for evolving large real-world complex SNN
applications.

�emodular application prototyping presented in this paper reduces the search
space and complexity for the GA based SNN evolution o�ering fast evolution
of complex, multifunctional applications. �e proposed technique helps rapid
prototyping of real-world complex embedded applications onEMBRACEhardware
SNN platform and mitigates the weaknesses of the GA based SNN evolution.
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6.3 EMBRACEModular Neural Network Execution
Architecture

�is section presents EMBRACE architectural components.
Inspired by the computational abilities of biological nervous system, there is

signi�cant research in implementing recon�gurable and highly interconnected
arrays of neural network elements in hardware to produce powerful cognitive
signal processing units [49–58].�e e�cient implementation of hardware SNN
architectures for real-time embedded systems is primarily in�uenced by neuron
design, scalable on-chip interconnect architecture and SNN training/learning
algorithms [59].

�e authors have reported the EMBRACE hardwaremodular SNN architecture
as an embedded computing platform for real-life applications.�e EMBRACE
architecture depicted in �gure 6.4 comprises Modular Neural Tiles (MNTs) inter-
connected using a scalable, hierarchical NoC [8, 9, 60].

6.3.1 Modular Neural Tile Architecture

�e EMBRACE MNT architecture is a two-layered 16:16 fully connected feed-
forward SNN structure (�gure 6.5) [8, 60].�e input layer (N[0, n]) and output
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layer (N[1, n]) of the MNT comprises 16 Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neurons.
Each neuron maintains a membrane potential, which is a function of incoming
spikes, associated synaptic weights, current membrane potential, and the mem-
brane potential leakage coe�cient [2, 3]. A neuron �res (emits a spike to all con-
nected synapses/neurons), when itsmembrane potential exceeds the neuron’s �ring
threshold value. Each input layer neuron has 128 synapses corresponding to each
output layer neuron within the ring.�e MNT has 16 spike outputs (SpikeOutn)
each corresponding to the 16 output layer neurons.

�e EMBRACE MNT architecture prototype on Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA and
micro-architectural details of the digital neuron model have been presented in [8].
�e digital neuron circuit uses a 16-bit shi� register for storage of the membrane
potential value. Stepwise exponential decay of the membrane potential value is
achieved by periodic right shi�ing (divide by 2). Analytical and simulation results
indicate that the maximum spike error probability (noise) of the neuron model is
approximately 0.03.�e EMBRACE MNT FPGA prototype has been successfully
applied to benchmark SNN application tasks representing classi�cation and non-
linear control functions [8].

6.3.2 EMBRACE Hierarchical NoC Architecture

�e NoC based synaptic connectivity approach provides �exible inter-neuron
communication channels, scalable interconnect and connection recon�gurability
[10, 61]. �e EMBRACE spike communication infrastructure is a bi-level, hier-
archical NoC architecture.�e MNTs are grouped and interconnected through
a synchronous ring topology interconnect.�e MNT groups (organised as ring
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tiles) are interconnected to an upper level mesh topology network of routers.�e
following subsections describe these interconnects and the spike �ow between
MNTs.

Ring Interconnect Architecture

Modular SNNs exhibit a high density of synaptic connections within localised
groups. �e ring topology interconnect o�ers �xed spike transfer latency for
inter-MNT spike communication within the ring [9].�e interconnect comprises
routers connected in a unidirectional ring topology, where each router receives a
spike packet from the previous router and sends a spike packet to the next router.
�eMNTs interface with ring routers for spike communication. Each router bu�ers
the spike events generated by the attachedMNT and encodes them in spike packets.
Generated spike packets are processed and forwarded in a single clock cycle. Full
rotation of the spike packet on the ring ensures broadcast packet �ow control.
Fixed latency �ow control of the ring topology interconnect uses timestamping

of the input spikes at the source router, and broadcasting of spike packets to all
routers within the ring. Each destination router sorts and bu�ers spike events
based on the received spike packet timestamp value. Bu�ered spike events are
converted to output spikes at the precise clock cycle (corresponding to the source
timestamp) determined by the timeslot counter.�e ring NoC interconnect o�ers
�xed latency spike communication which eliminates information distortion in
SNNs and results in stable and reliable application behaviour.

Mesh NoC Architecture

Each ring contains sevenMNTs and a Ring Interface Tile (RIT) (instantiated as tile
number n = 7 �gure 6.1).�e RIT acts as the bridge between the ring interconnect
and mesh NoC router, facilitating the synaptic connectivity between MNTs within
the ring and the rest of the chip [9]. An incoming spike on an input synapse is
converted to a spike packet by the packet encoder and forwarded to the attached
NoC router.�e NoC architecture supports unicast packet �ow control, where
each spike packet contains destination synapse information for a single spike and is
routed independently. Di�erent SNN topologies are created by con�guring tra�c
connections between SNN elements (neurons, spike rate encoders and decoders).
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6.4 Modular Application Design

Real-world applications comprise many functional and behavioural elements.
Although these applications lack algorithmic solutions, a solution can be built using
a number of application modules solving distinct functional elements.�is section
highlightsmodular application design on hardware SNN architectures based on the
subsumption architecture design style.�e section presents the modular robotic
navigational controller application design including task decomposition, subtask
design and evolution on EMBRACE-FPGA.

�e subsumption architecture proposes decomposition of the overall appli-
cation in small sized subtasks arranged in a layered fashion, where each subtask
addresses a speci�c application functionality [11]. Based on the subtask functional-
ity, individual subtasks can be supplied with all or a subset of the system inputs.
Subtask outputs are combined into higher level tasks or integration tasks. �e
�nal system output is always produced by the integration tasks based on various
intermediate output patterns.
In summary, an application can be primarily decomposed based on:

○ sensory inputs
○ application goals or functionalities
○ functional redundancy (multiple application modules assigned for same
functionality to increase robustness)

○ structured application layers (functional levels during integration phase)
○ application extensibility
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6.4.1 Robotic Navigational Controller Application Design

�e primary goal of the robotic navigational controller application is to direct the
robot on a pre-determined route in a two-dimensional simulated environment
containing obstacles.�e route is marked with �xed points (or markers) and the
two-dimensional simulated world contains obstacles that must be avoided by the
robot (depicted in �gure 6.1).�e two main functions of the applications are

○ obstacle avoidance in the two-dimensional environment and
○ speed and turn angle calculation to reach the next marker.

�e obstacle avoidance function requires information about the robot sur-
rounding, obtained through the sonar proximity sensors on the robot.�e speed
and turn angle calculation function requires information about the current robot
position and orientation, and the next marker coordinate. Based on these func-
tional aspects and sensory input requirements, the robotic navigational controller
can be partitioned into Obstacle Avoidance Controller (OAC) and Speed and
DirectionManager (SDM) subtasks. Figure 6.6 illustrates the robotic navigational
controller application organisation. Both the OAC and SDM subtasks produce
speed and turn angle output suitable for manoeuvring the robot for obstacle avoid-
ance and advancing towards target respectively. �ese subtask outputs can be
integrated to produce actuation signals (speed and turn angle) for the robot.

6.4.2 Obstacle Avoidance Controller Subtask Design

�e Obstacle Avoidance Controller (OAC) controls the speed and turn angle of the
robot to avoid collisions with the obstacles within the two-dimensional simulated
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robotic environment2.�e robotic application evolution setup illustrated in �gure
6.1 is used for OAC subtask evolution.�e simulated robot is equipped with 16
sonar proximity sensors which act as input to the OAC subtask SNN.�e OAC
subtask SNN topology illustrated in �gure 6.7 is mapped to MNT[2] in �gure 6.1.
Robot sonar values are converted to spike rates by the host application and are
passed to spike rate encoders (SRE[0]), which continuously generate spikes into the
MNT. Spikes from three MNT outputs (corresponding to speed and di�erential
turnangle) are monitored by spike rate decoders (SRD[0]) and are converted to
analogue values as robot speed and turning angle inputs to the simulator (where,
Turning angle = TurnAngle0 - TurnAngle1).�e use of di�erential outputs for the
calculation of turnangle eliminates the directional bias by individual outputs.

�e �tness criteria for the OAC application is de�ned as robot travelling a
�nite distance and avoiding obstacles for t ≥ 120 seconds.�e �tness of the SNN
con�guration is calculated as:

FOAC = αT + βD (6.1)

Where:

FOAC = Fitness of the individual (for OAC subtask)
T = Robot travel time (in seconds)

2�e authors have previously reported the evolution capabilities of the MNT and the robotic
obstacle avoidance controller benchmark SNN application [8].
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D = Robot travel distance (in cms)

Given:

Number of collisions = 0
SNN outputs are within the operating range (0 ≤ Speed ≤ 5 and −3.14 ≤
TurnAngl e ≤ 3.14)
Robot does not spin inde�nitely
�e �tness evaluation constants α and β are chosen to scale the outputs to
match the time and distance measurement units.

Evaluation of the individual con�guration has been accomplished with the
robot roaming within the simulated environment for 120s ≤ t ≤ 300s. On timeout
(t = 300s), or if the robot has collided with an obstacle, the GA-based evolution
and con�guration platform processes the recorded robot behaviour and assigns a
�tness score to the individual SNN con�guration. Fitness scores are used by the
GA to determine the probability of an individual SNN con�guration progressing
to the subsequent evolved generation of individual SNN con�gurations. Figure
6.8 illustrates the average and best �tness of the evolved OAC application subtask
on the MNT.

6.4.3 Speed and Direction Manager Subtask Design

�e Speed and Direction Manager (SDM) subtask computes required speed and
turn angle to advance the robot to the next marker. �e robot is navigated by
presenting a series of markers to the SDM subtask.�e SDM subtask takes the
current robot coordinates and orientation (from positioning sensors on the robot),
the target marker coordinates as input and generates speed, and the turn angle.
�e ideal speed and turn angle can be calculated using trigonometric equations
(6.2) (6.3) (6.4) (6.5).�e �tness function for the evolution of the SDM application
subtask is given by equations (6.3) (6.5).

D =
√

(X1 − X2)2 + (Y1 − Y2)2 (6.2)

S = γD (6.3)
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Modular Neural Tile
SRE[1,0]X1 N[0,0]

N[1,0] SRD[0,0] SpeedSRE[1,1]Y1 N[0,1]

N[1,1] SRD[0,1] TurnAngle0SRE[1,2]X2 N[0,2]

N[1,2] SRD[0,2] TurnAngle1SRE[1,3]Y2 N[0,3]

SRE[1,4]Ro N[0,4]

Figure 6.9: Speed and Direction Manager Subtask SNN Topology

θ = tan−1 ( Y2 − Y1
X2 − X1

) (6.4)

Ta = θ − Ro (6.5)

Where:

X1,Y1 = Current Coordinate
X2,Y2= Target marker Coordinate
θ = Angle for (X1,Y1) to (X2,Y2)
Ro = Current robot orientation
Ta = Robot Turn Angle
D = Distance between (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2)
γ = 0.475
S = Robot speed

�e SDM subtask SNN topology illustrated in �gure 6.9 is mapped to MNT[3]

in �gure 6.1. �e current and target marker coordinates are converted to spike
rates by the host application and are passed to spike rate encoders (SRE[1]), which
continuously generate and feed spikes to theMNT. Spikes from threeMNT outputs
aremonitored by spike rate decoders (SRD[0]) and are converted to analogue values
as robot speed and turning angle (Turning angle = TurnAngle0 - TurnAngle1).�e
evolution process uses a number of combinations of current and target marker
coordinates to ensure minimum calculation error. Figure 6.10 illustrates average
and best error values for the evolution of the SDM application subtask on theMNT.
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Figure 6.10: Speed and Direction Manager Subtask Evolution (Fitness Evaluation
Constants: γ = 0.1)

Figure 6.11: Robotic Navigational Controller Application Demonstration

�e error value represents the deviation of the calculated speed and turn angle by
the SDM subtask from the ideal values calculated using equation 6.2 and 6.4.

6.4.4 Integration Subtask Design

�e obstacle avoidance controller and speed and direction manager subtask indi-
vidually solve a functional aspect of the overall application.�e integration task
combines the intermediate outputs from OAC and SDM application subtasks to
generate the overall output.
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Figure 6.12: Robot Course Deviation Calculation

FINT = 1
Σdi

(6.6)
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Figure 6.13: Integration Subtask Evolution

�e modular robotic navigational controller application (�gure 6.6) is mapped
onto three MNTs executing the OAC, SDM and integration subtasks in the robotic
application evolution setup illustrated in �gure 6.1.�e application subtask MNTs
are con�gured with the synaptic con�guration obtained through SNN evolution.
�e integration subtask has six individual inputs (from the two application sub-
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tasks) and three outputs namely Speed, TurnAngle0 and TurnAngle1. Figure 6.11
illustrates the robotic navigational controller application on the EMBRACE-FPGA
platform.�e robot route (shown as the thinner line) is marked by the series of
markers P1, P2, . . .P9.�e actual robot course is shown as a trail (thick line).�e
accuracy of the integration subtask and the overall application is evaluated based
on the deviation of the robot course from the marked route �gure 6.12. Equation
6.6 illustrates the �tness function for the overall application based on the robot
course deviation from the calculated route. Figure 6.13 illustrates the average and
best robot course deviation score for the evolution of integration subtask on the
MNT.

6.4.5 Application Knowledge Integration

Real-world applications o�en encounter scenarios where no unique solution can
satisfy all the functional aspects of the application. Di�erent application behaviours
have contradicting requirements for certain application scenarios which makes it
impossible to have a correct solution for the whole application. O�en a balanced
solution satisfying all the functional aspects to a certain extent helps to solve
the overall application and overcome the application scenario gracefully. One
such scenario in the robotic navigational controller application is manoeuvring
the robot around obstacle corners. �e ideal solution to direction calculation
functionality requires the robot to move towards the (obstructed) target, whereas
the ideal solution to obstacle avoidance functionality requires the robot to steer
away from the obstacle.

�e proposed modular application evolution is compared with the monolithic
SNN evolution, where all the three subtasks are evolved as a single SNN to high-
light the problem of complex SNN application evolution.�e monolithic SNN
evolution has been performed for a range of application scenarios with increasing
complexity level to understand the application evolution for complex scenarios.
Figure 6.14 illustrates the monolithic SNN evolution for a robotic world with in-
creasing complexity level3. Figure 6.15 illustrates average robot course deviation
score for the evolution of the robotic navigational controller monolithic SNN
application for worlds 1-5 in �gure 6.14.�e monolithic SNN successfully evolves
for application scenarios with low complexity levels, where a number of possible
solutions satisfy all of the application requirements (world no. 1-5). However, the

3�e complexity level in the worlds is controlled by arranging the obstacles alongside the ideal
robot course.
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(a) World No. 1 (Lowest Complexity) (b) World No. 2

(c) World No. 3 (d) World No. 4

(e) World No. 5 (Highest Complexity
with Successful Evolution)

(f) World No. 6

Figure 6.14: Robotic Navigational Controller Application Demonstration on Simu-
lated Worlds with Increasing Complexity on Monolithic SNN
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Figure 6.15: Monolithic Application Evolution

monolithic SNN evolution fails for more complex application scenario (world
no. 6) where the possible solution is a balance between contradicting application
behaviours (advancing on the designated course and avoiding obstacles). �e
monolithic SNN evolves for robot movement on the designated course but fails to
avoid obstacles.

�e modular application evolution presented in this paper evolves each func-
tional element of the application separately and integrates the solution to generate
the system output.�e approach generates a balanced solution in various applica-
tion scenarios (e.g. robot path from marker P3 to P4 and P7 to P8) and e�ciently
navigates the robot on the marked course. Figure 6.16 illustrates the robotic naviga-
tional controller modular SNN application for worlds 6-7.�e proposed modular
application evolution o�ers an e�ective and generalised solution by balancing the
contradicting application behaviours.

6.4.6 Application Evolution Complexity

�e individual SNN con�guration inGAbased search comprises synaptic weight (5-
bit signed value) and threshold potential (16-bit unsigned value) of all the neurons
within the SNN.�e binary coded SNN con�guration has the search space of
2n for n bits of con�guration information. Increasing the SNN size (number of
neurons and synapses) increases the GA search space and complexity by the order
of O(2n).�e proposed modular SNN evolution technique is compared with the
earlier reported monolithic SNN evolution (as depicted in �gure 6.14). Table 6.1
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(a) World No. 6 (b) World No. 7

Figure 6.16: Robotic Navigational Controller Application Demonstration on Simu-
lated Worlds with Increasing Complexity on Modular SNN

Table 6.1: Modular Robotic Navigational Controller Application SNN Con�gura-
tion Complexity

Application Organisation Modular Monolithic

OAC SDM INT Modular Total

Number of neurons 19 8 9 36 36
Number of synapses 304 40 54 398 398
Bits in the GA gene 6384 328 414 7126 7126

GA search space 26384 2328 2414 27126

Total GA search space (26384 + 2328 + 2414) 27126

illustrates the SNN con�guration of the robotic navigational controller application
subtasks and overall application evolution complexity for monolithic and modular
evolution approaches. In the monolithic SNN evolution approach, all the three
subtasks are evolved as a single SNN, which results in a massive solution search
space of 27126 (table 6.1. Due to massive search space (27126) the GA-based search
requires hundreds of generations in order to e�ectively search for a correct SNN
con�guration (even for simple application scenarios).�e modular SNN evolution
speed-up is evident from the low number of GA generation count compared to
monolithic SNN evolution (Refer �gure 6.8, �gure 6.10, �gure 6.13 and �gure 6.15).

�e modular approach evolves each subtask is separately resulting in a consid-
erably smaller solution search space of 26384 + 2616 + 2414 (Table 6.1).�e modular
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SNN implementation results in smaller solution search space, mitigating the SNN
evolution problem many folds and speeding-up the SNN evolution process.

6.5 Conclusions

�is paper presents reliable SNN application behaviour using the EMBRACE
modular hardware SNN architecture comprising ring topology NoC interconnect
and modular application prototyping technique. �e EMBRACE architecture
and its suitability as an embedded computing platform has been presented.�e
limitations of GA based search algorithms (such as poor scalability and search
space explosion) and their unsuitability for evolving large, monolithic and complex
SNN applications have been discussed.�e modular neural network computing
paradigmhas been discussedwith emphasis on real-life complex application design.
�e paper presents task decomposition for practical embedded applications based
on application functionality, robustness, extensibility and various sensory inputs.

�e paper presents the design of the robotic navigational controller applica-
tion.�e gradual SNN evolution of the application subtasks and integration tasks
results in a successful application behaviour on the EMBRACE-FPGA prototype.
�e modular application integration mitigates the search space and evolution
complexity for GA based SNN evolution. �e modular application design for
the EMBRACE hardware modular SNN architecture results in faster application
evolution compared to monolithic SNN evolution, through stepwise knowledge
integration and simpli�ed SNN training.�e proposed technique o�ers a rapid,
simple and e�ective application prototyping for hardware SNN architectures.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Introduction

�is research has developed EMBRACE, a compact, scalable, modular, hardware
SNN architecture as an embedded computing platform.�e prototype implemen-
tation of the EMBRACE architecture on Xilinx Virtex-6 XC6VLX240T FPGA
comprises 448 neurons, 32K synapses and demonstrates reliable, practical embed-
ded classi�er and control applications.

7.2 Contributions to SNN Design Challenges

�is research has contributed to the development of hardware SNN based embed-
ded computing platform through a structured design methodology comprising
high-level simulation, architecture design, FPGA validation and application proto-
typing.�e salient contribution of the research are hardware SNN system design
exploration framework, compact and scalable hardware SNN design, NoC archi-
tecture for hardware SNNs and modular SNN application prototyping.

7.2.1 Hardware SNN System Design Exploration Framework

�is research has developed EMBRACE-SysC, a SystemC-based simulation and
performance measurement platform for the analysis of the EMBRACE NoC-based
SNN architecture. EMBRACE-SysC incorporates SNN application aware, NoC
tra�c performance measurement capabilities. EMBRACE-SysC enables explo-
ration of design trade-o�s including network topology, routing scheme, latency,
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throughput and synapse/neuron ratio. EMBRACE-SysC also comprises GA-based
SNN evolution modules that seamlessly integrates with the EMBRACE architec-
ture simulations and allows evolution of the SNN application, easy validation
of neuron models and con�rms suitability of the overall architecture as an SNN
computing platform.
EMBRACE-SysC is a powerful design exploration framework for NoC-based

hardware SNN architectures which enables performance analysis of architectural
choices at an early system design stage.

7.2.2 Compact and Scalable Hardware SNN Design

�is research employs the Modular Neural Network (MNN) computing paradigm
for mitigating the synaptic connectivity information storage problem in NoC-
based hardware SNN architectures.�e novel approach and improved architecture
also paves way for tailoring the EMBRACE architecture for embedded modular
SNN applications.�is thesis presents a novel Modular Neural Tile (MNT) archi-
tecture comprising a 16:16 fully connected feed-forward topology SNN structure
as neural computing module.�e size of the topology memory of the architecture
is 50% of that of the previously reported NoC-based hardware monolithic SNN
implementation. Successful evolution of benchmark SNN applications con�rms
the suitability of the proposed MNT for executing application subtasks within a
large MNN.
SNN topologies and MNN organisation for practical embedded applications

exhibit irregular and random synaptic connectivity patterns.�is thesis presents a
novel lookup table-based topology memory sharing scheme that provides a �ex-
ible number of synaptic connections fromMNTs. Overall the area requirement
of the architecture is reduced by an average 66% for practical SNN application
topologies compared to previously reported EMBRACE architecture.�is facili-
tates accommodation of larger application topologies in the given architectural
con�guration.

7.2.3 Network on Chip Architecture for Hardware SNNs

�is research has analysed the impact of spike transfer latency jitter on SNN infor-
mation �ow in NoC-based hardware SNN architectures.�e elaborate analysis
helps to understand the e�ects of spike transfer latency jitter on SNN information
distortion under various con�gurations.
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�is thesis presents a novel ring topology interconnect for spike communi-
cation between neural tiles. �e proposed ring interconnect employs a novel
timestamped spike broadcast �ow control scheme, which o�ers �xed spike transfer
latency for all the synaptic connections within ring. �e ring interconnect has
been simulated using EMBRACE-SysC.�e architecture has been synthesised
for 65nm low-power CMOS technology and Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA.�e ring in-
terconnect o�ers �xed spike transfer latency under various spike tra�c densities
making it suitable as localised spike communication architecture for hardware
SNN architectures and ensures reliable SNN application behaviour.

�is thesis further presents a scalable, modular hardware SNN architecture
comprising a hierarchical NoC architecture where the ring interconnect is inte-
grated within a mesh topology network of routers.

7.2.4 Modular SNN Application Prototyping

�is research presents a systematic modular application design technique for
the EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture. Task decomposition for practical
embedded applications is presented based on application functionality, robustness,
extensibility and various sensory inputs.

�is thesis presents the design of a robotic navigational controller partitioned
into obstacle avoidance controller and speed and direction manager subtasks.�e
gradual SNN evolution of the application subtasks and integration tasks results in a
successful application behaviour on the EMBRACE-FPGAprototype.�emodular
application integration mitigates the search space and evolution complexity for
the GA based SNN evolution.

�emodular application design facilitates implementation of large SNNapplica-
tions of the EMBRACE hardware SNN architecture and results in faster application
evolution through stepwise knowledge integration and simpli�ed SNN training.
�e application design technique o�ers a rapid, simple and e�ective application
prototyping for the hardware SNN architectures.

7.3 Future Work

�is research contributes to the development of scalable, hardware SNN architec-
ture as an embedded computing platform.

�ere is potential for further advancements in this research �eld.�e following
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potential avenues could further enhance and follow the work presented in this
thesis.

7.3.1 Neural Network Topology Evolution

Neural network con�guration for an application can be de�ned as a correct set of
synaptic weights, threshold potential and network topology. Traditionally, hard-
ware SNN systems employ �xed topology SNNs, where the network structure
and topology is chosen based on the application properties and where the SNN
training only evolves the partial SNN con�guration comprising synaptic weights
and threshold potential.
Evolving the network topology along with other SNN con�guration param-

eters (synaptic weights and threshold potential) can lead to compact, e�cient
and accurate SNNs [1]. GA based evolutionary search methods have been ex-
plored to generate e�cient application speci�c neural network topologies [2].
Similarly, architecture aware evolution of neural network topologies can exploit
the architecture speci�c services of the hardware SNN architecture, such as neuron
grouping, availability of localised high density bandwidth, synaptic delays, etc.,
and can produce e�cient SNN topologies and con�gurations resulting in accurate
applications.

7.3.2 Adaptive and Active SNN Training/Learning

Real-life embedded applications o�en encounter temporary or permanent changes
in the operating conditions, and the need to handle unexplored data. Currently
mission critical embedded systems are monitored and adjusted for an uninter-
rupted operation. SNN based computing systems can be potentially employed for
such critical applications due to their ability to ‘learn’ arbitrary functions and pro-
vide generalised solution for unexplored input conditions. SNN training/learning
algorithms employ known input-output data patterns and/or data correlations to
systematically adjust the SNN con�guration.

�e research in SNN training/learning algorithms for hardware SNN systems
is still in its infancy and fails to gracefully handle major changes in application
scenarios.�is poses a serious limitation on the deployment of hardware SNN
based embedded systems for mission critical applications (deep sea exploration,
satellite, aviation, automotive, etc.).
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Understanding the learning mechanism in human brain biological is one of
the fundamental issues in neuroscience. Further research can help in designing
biologically plausible, adaptive and active SNN learning algorithms.�e key to
designing autonomous and adaptive hardware SNN systems is:

○ Knowledge integration through SNN system output errors
○ Continuous SNN learning through SNN system runtime faults
○ Tight integration of SNN system and learning algorithms
○ Fault tolerant and distributed SNN learning algorithms

7.3.3 SNN Application Design

Solutions for real-world applications o�en lack deterministic algorithms. Imple-
mentation of such applications on hardware SNN systems pose a serious challenge,
since the inherent fuzzy nature of these applications o�enmakes it di�cult to de�ne
application components and organisation. Although the problem can be mitigated
by dividing the application goals into manageable functions, the technique is time
consuming and requires human intervention. Currently the application design
for hardware SNN systems is predominantly domain speci�c and lack de�nitive
methodologies.
Automatic design of real-life SNN applications suitable for execution on hard-

ware SNN embedded computing platforms is required for the SNN computing
paradigm to succeed in a longer run.

7.3.4 Fault Tolerant Hardware SNN Architectures

As predicted by the Moore’s law, the International Technology Roadmap for Semi-
conductors (ITRS) forecasts shrinking feature sizes for futureVLSI implementation
technologies [3].�e ITRS roadmap estimates the MOS transistor size to be 6nm
and metal line widths between 6nm to 140nm by year 2026. Shrinking silicon ge-
ometries will allow billions of transistors to be fabricated on a single die. However,
at such small geometries the device, fabrication and aging faults can results in low
manufacturing yield and failure of the overall chip.�e major faults envisaged are:

○ Open metal lines due to manufacturing (lithography) faults
○ Open metal lines due to electro-migration (aging) faults
○ MOS transistor short circuit due to tunneling faults
○ Signal distortion due to crosstalk
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ITRS encourages research towards the design of fault tolerant SoC architectures
to mitigate the e�ects of these faults, increase usability of the chip and graceful
degradation of the circuit operation. Due to their distributed architecture and
inherent adaptiveness, SNNs have potential to overcome minor system faults.
However, faults on critical neural circuits and synaptic junctions can result in failure
of hardware SNNs. Architectural techniques for identi�cation of faulty circuits
and reallocation of the computing logic to redundant components can gracefully
handle these faults and result in fault-tolerant hardware SNN architectures in
silicon.
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